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BE SUED FOR ONE THOUSAND
SOLICITOR NOW GOING OVER
ORDINANCE FOR FRAN-
CHISE FOR STREET '
CAR EXTENSION.
Police Regulate the Promiscuous
Blowing of Steam Whistles
Without New Ordi-
nances.
City Solicitor James Campbel'. Jr..
is now preparing to draw up the suit
to be filed against J. D. Overstreet,
former saloonist.• and his bonds-
men, who were F. J. Bergdoll and
the Messrs.. Hoerber, the brewery-
men. This litigation resutts from
Overstreet breaking the Sunday dos-
ing law by selling liquor at the place
he conducted on Eighth and Boyd
streets, and on account of which vio-
lotion Mayor Yeiser revoked his Ii•
cense .and ordered .suit filed. for co%
leetion of the $1.00o bond that
Overstreet like all other saloonkeep-
CIS, excute to abide by the municipal
laws when their license is granted.
Mayor Yeiser ordered this suit' tiled
some weeks ago, but the solicitor
was away for his health at the time,
and his father was acting as the city
legal adviser in the place of the son.
The father represents Overstreet's
bondsmen at their attorney, and
therefore .requdsted that institution
of the litigation remain open until
the return of the so icitor, because.
being counsel for the sureties, Judge
Campbell could not file suit against
them while acting tor his son for the
city.
Solicitor Campbell yesterday an.
nounced he would file the action
shortly, so it could come up as an
appearance case during the October
civil term of the circuit court. It
cannot be tried until the ensuing tern'
According to the regular procedure of
.the court.
Looking Over Ordinance.
The railroad committee of the city
legislative boards well next Mondaay
-sight recommend to the full council
that the street railway company he
(Coninued on Page Four.)
ABOUT r,5oo PEOPLE PARTICI-
PATiSD ise4 lee:a
GATHERING.
Speech Delivered to Tobacco Groweis
by Hon. Lawrence Finn of Frank-
lin County.
The .Red Men's celebration at Mur-
ray yesterday was one of the largest
gatherings conducted there for years
as it is estimated that fully 1,50o
people were upon the grounds enjoy-
ing 'the many entertaining features
arranged for their pleasure. Many
were there from the surrounding cities
and counties.
The picnic was given in Overby's
oark, about one-half mile from Mur-
ray, upon the banks of Clark's river.
The meal was one of the finest bar-
becued (linings ever set, experts hav-
ing prepared it, while everybody's
hunger was fully appeased, and then
enough left over for a young army.
During the day speeches were made
by Rev. A. T. Osborne. Attorney Rain-
ey Well% ofMkterayand Lawyer David
A. Cross of this city, all being ad-
dresses teeming with points of deep
interest at large, was 
here yesterday and pro-
The Tobacco Growers' .Association cured a list of the 
business men who
of Calloway county took advantage of have paid from County C
lerk Hiram
the big lodge gathering, and hundreds Smedley. The agent 
is now going
over the city taking the names of
those who come under the new act.
but who have not paid the required
license, his object being to warrant
or sue them, which if done, adds cost;
to the business man, as the agent gets
a certain per cent over and above the
amount of the stipulated license.
Heretofore many lines of business Word from Mayfield is that a lit-
have had to pay a state license, but
the last k-gislature added numerous
other commercial lines to the list.
These license-s were due the first of
last month, but only a very few have
paid dp, and as quick as the auditor's
Claim of Convicted Bank President 
agent can procure the names of the
delinquents, he will compel them to
for $38.707 Brings Ws). pay the regular license and then the
penalty in addition.
Milwaukee. Whs., Aug. 3.—The lact
asset of the bankrupt estate of Frank
G Bigelow was disposed of the other
y when Francis Bloodgood. Jr
Today in the court of Justice Em-
purchased a claim of the convicted
hank president against the estate of
William Wright for $760. The claim
amounted to $3&751.
It was secured by stock in the Mils-
kegn Water Power Company, the Ne-
wsy/. Portland Cenvent Company and
the Adamson Car company
Dividen-dle amounting to TO per cent
have been paid claimants against the
Bigelow estate. It is expected that a
final dividend o t per cent will he





ONLY VERY FEW HAVE
PAID THE AMOUNTS DUE
-r4r7rAIP
TODAY IN JUSTICE EMERY'S
COURT THERE COMES UP
WARRANT AGAINST
A. JACKSON.
George W. Allman Sues Wife for Di-
vorce Alleging That She is
Unchaste— Court
News.
of farmers were present. A talk was
made to the tillers of the soil by Hon
Lawrence Finn of Franklin county,
who pointed out to his listeners how
the tobacco growers could be bene-
fited by banding themselves tdgether
under protection of the association
and thereby control the market and
prices.
Lawyer Cross returned last
ing from the celebration.
CHLOROFORM AO
BABY'S NIPPLE





POLICE ASKED TO REQUEST
CERTAIN DISSOLUTE WOM-
EN TO REMAIN AWAY
FROM BALL PARK.
Will Stubblefield, Colored, Dismissed
on Showing He Had Carried
Hog Out of City—Police
Business.
even-
BIGELOW'S LAST ASSN: SOLD
MAYOR FORWARDED ADVERTISEMENT
FOR CONTRACTORS BID ON SEWERS
'THE PROPOSITIONS WILL BE OPENED AUGUST 25 AND CON-
TRACTS LET, BUT CITY ENGINEER DOES NOT THINK OP-
ERATIONS CAN BE STARTED THIS YEAR YEAR, IT BEING
TOO LATE IN THE FALL—THERE WILL BE ABOUT SEVEN
MILES OF THE NEW WORK.
Mayor Yeiser yestere:ay sent to
aseveral of the sewer engineering jour-
mils in the east advertisements for in-
sertion, showing that Paducah is pre-
paring to construct about seven miits
of storm and sanitary sewers. The
advertisements inform the contractors
that they can view the plans and
specifications after August 15 at the
office of City Engineer L. A. Wash.
ington, while the bids for the work
will be opened August 25 in tbis
city. After the bids arc opened and
determined how much the improve-
ment will cost, this anticipated ex-
penditure will. be embraced in thc
ordinance thsff will be adopte4 by
the city legislative boards authoriz-
ing the work.
. HerAiofore the city officials have
sjmpIP'adopted ordinances stipulat-
ik that .sewers Shall be laid unde--
neath certain streets. The plans
were then drawn and the contract
*wale to the lowest bidder. Mayor
Yeiser said yesterchy that 'things
have to be gone about in a reverse
order now, as ,the last state legisla-
ture enacted a bill making it com-
pulsory upon else municipal authori-
ties to first ascertaian the cost of
sewer work and then embrace the
contemplated expenditure in the
measure authoriizug the work.
Mk. Alvord, the expert civil engi-
neer of Chicago, has written City
Engineer Washington that the plans
and specifications in complete form
will reach Paducah by the 15th of
this month. On account of the city
engineer being so rushed with other
work, the municipal boards had to
award to an outsider the contract to
get up the preliminaries for this
work. When the drawings arrive thv.
contractors can go over them and
see what is to he performed.
, City Engineer Washington does not
believe any of the sewerage can be
laid his fall, as it will be so late by
the time the contracts are all e'osed
that it would nor pay for the con-
tractor to start off the work. which
would have to be brought to h close
during the cold winter weather. The
work is done under, supervision of
the boar a of public works. The new
sewerage will be laid between Nor-
ton street on the south and Trimble
street on the north, and from Ninth
o nthe east to Fountain avenue on
the west.
. In bidding upon the work each
ccntractor has to deposit a $issoo
certified check as an exhibit. of good
Case Up Today.
It is probable a wholesale warrant,,
ing or litigation will shortly start a:.
a re..ult of the business men of this
ct.v failing to pay their state licens.!s
piovided f:-1- under the act of the leg-
islature last winter. Attorney Albrit-
ton of Mayfield, agent for the state
ery there COMPS up for trial the war-
rant charging Andrew Jackson, col-
(sled, with disorderly conduct, by en-
tering the home of Rosalee Anderson,
colored, in Mechaniesbrug, against
her protest. Jackson is the clarity
whom the officers believe is wanted.
some place on account of his unusual-
ly nervous action.; when arrested, and
also because of the many bare-faced
lies he tokl in naming the places he
hailed from. Detective Moore is now
going through his list of descriptive
circulars, from every city over the
country. He thinks he may have one
for Jackson who has done time twice
in the Tennessee penitentiary.
Suit For Divorce.
George W. Allman filed suit for
divorce in the circuit court against
Elsie Gertrude Oilman. alleging that
she is immoral and unchaste, and hes
been receiving the company of El-
bert Rogers for some time, vis:ting
different looms with him. 13esi les
the diverce the husband asks for p 3s-
session o: Pauline, their three-year -
old girl. "l he couple married at
Union City, Tenn., October T7, lobo
and lived together until August 2,
1906.
Reality Transferee.
Property on S'out'h Tenth street
has been sold by Bertha Husbands
to W. F. Bradshaw for $312.50. and
the deed filed for record yesterday
with the county clerk.
George B. Jones transferred to Wil-
lis L. Goad for *boo, property in the
O'Bryan-addition to the city.
Mrs. Mary E. Majors bought from
L. D. Woods and wife for $64. land
out in the county.
Licensed to Marry.
L. P. Howie. aged ,to. of Charles-
ton, Mo., and Lillian S. Finley, aged
21, of this city, were granted a li-
cense yesterday to marry.
County Road Work.
In the county court yesterday there
Was allowed $5.o92.55 to Supervisor
Bert Johnson for use In the county
road work.
SON OF EX-SECRETARY GAGE.
, .
son of ex-Secretary Gage, emote-iced
suicide in a cheap hotel here yester-
day. He is saaid to have been drink.
Seattle, Wash.. Aug. 3.—Eli
faith. • ing heavily.
'10
A bottle of chloroform and a baby's
nipple were the implements of war
found upon the person Rolla Head
last evening when he was arrested
by the police at the Union Depot
He tried to throw the bottle and
nipple away when caught, but the
officers prevented bins. He was
locked up as a suspect.
Head claims to have been here a
few days from Nashville, and all the
time has been hanging around the
depot He said he simply carried the
drug and nipple, but had no object in
doing so. The officers believe other-
wise.
Gold Witches Stolen.
The Metropolis. authorities yester- PITTSB
day telephoned Captain Frank Mr- il
Ian of the local force that about $75.0 f
worth of rope had keen stolen from 
Aftkr a record-breaking trtp to1
Ireland to cast his rote for P. M.
the river front there. They asked Kettle, nationalist member of parlia-
that the Paducah officers keep a look-
ment, the R,,ev. Joheph Toner, pastor
ont for the plunder. of St. Lawrence's Roman Catholic
Officer Bitten by Dog.
Shurch of Pittsburzreturned yester-
day- on the litajeetic. He had a. dc-
Officer 'Aaron Hurley yesterday I
got out a warrant charging Carrie 
nunciation of American society, and
Pittsburg society in particular, to dc-
Carter, colored, of Eleventh and liver.
Galirwell Streets, with harboring a Speaking of a recently enacted trag-
vicious dog. The animal bit Patrols, edy
man Hurley on the hand. , 
tn the city, Father Toner said:
se,', 1 'This is soother evidence of the
the hole existed in the front show
window at J. J. Osborn's jewelry
store, and twat someone slipped a
two-foot piece of crooked wiee
through the aperture, hooked it into
two fine gold watches and pulled
them through the/tole. The Paducah
officers have been asked to keep a
lookout for the timepieces.
8111...mm
Objectionable Characters.
Yesterday the managers of the bail
park asked the police department to
request certain dissolute women to
remain away from the park during-the
games of ball on account of the dis-
orderly manner in which these fe-
males express their approval or dis-
approval of the playing. The man-
agement states these women in ques-
tion are very loud-mouthed, and
rather than have any trouble with
them had the police to request the
characters to remain away from the
park. Of course, if they do not com-
ply with the order they will be ar-
rested for acting disorderly.
Warrant Dismissed.
Joistice Emery has dismissed the
warrant charging Will Stubblefield
colored, with keeping hogs penned up
inside the city limits in violation of
an ordinance which does not permit
this Someone had given Stubblefieldt
the pig, and, being ignorant of the
law, he kept ft penned up in the yard
in Rowlaildtown. On showing the
court he had taken it out of town
the charge was diismissed.
Itsue Warrants.
The board of health is finding some
people owning vacant lots who have
not cut the weeds off them, and are
preparing to have warrants issued.
and the people prosecuted in the po-
lice court. It is a nuisance to let
weeds remain standing upon a lot.
and, being unhealthy, the board of
health wants to "weed nut" the cause
of complaint.
Accused of Drunkenness.
VVh11 Horns'by. Aroh Bland and
Warren Hill all colored, were arrest-
ed yesterday by Officer Aaron liar--
Icy on thosharge of being drunk and
disorderly out about Eighth and Hits-
&nets streets, They were locked up
Rope Staten.
URG'S UPPER CRUST IS MORALLY ROTTEN
YOUNG BANKER OF PITTSBURG
_STEALS _QUARTER OF A MILLION
rtiAri AND AT tENDED
CHURCH AND SOCIETY REGULARLY.
FOR THREE YEARS HE HAD B EEN ROBBING THE BANK TO
SPECULATE IN THE STOCK MARKET ANG. GUESSED
WRONG.
Three Months Ago, When Hints of Trouble Were Rife, the President of
the Bank Declared That There Was Absolutely Nothing to the
Stories.
Pittsburg, Pa., Aug. 3.—The fasci-
nation of the stock market led to
the downfall of Clifford S. Hixton, a
trusted employe of the Union Trust
Company, of which Henry C. Frick
the steel magnate, is the principal
stockholder, and tonight Hixton is in
:he Allegheny county jail, charged
with embezzlement. Before morning
the detectives who are working on the
case expect to arrest Hixton's accom-
plice in crime, also an employe of the
bark-. It is known that the shortage
will amountto $250,000, and it is be-
lieved that when a complete investi-
gation is made the. loss will exceed
that sum, Hixton has made a full
confession.
Every effort has been made on the
part of the officials of the band and
those who are working on the case
to keep the matter quiet.
MAKES COMPLETE CONFES-
SION.
Hixton was arrested late last even-
ing at the home of his father, F. M.
Hixton, 3380 Webster avenue. He
was taken at once to a private room
at the Monongahela house, where a
number of detectives spent the entire
night with Cm, trying Ire Free a con-
fession from hint It was not until
daylight that the young man broke
down and told his story.
A short time afterward Hinton was
taken to a room in the Pittsburg
Bank and Savings building, where he
was confronted with the officials of
the bank. Willis McCook, attorney
for the trust company, examined His-
ton and from him secured all infor-
mation as to what he had done with
the stolen money and, haw he had
succeeded in getting away with such
a large amount.
HELD IN $2o.00o.BAIL.
..1143 evening .H. W Gleffer, treas-
urer of the trust company, appeared
before Alderman John Groetringer
and made information against Hin-
ton charging him with embezzlement.
Hie was held in $2.a.000 bail and was
talderr to the county jail. It was net.
until ins arrival there that the story
of the robbery and his arrest leaked
out.
Hixton is about 2 years old and
unmarried. fie lived at the home
of his parents and was considered a
model voting man. lie has been in
the banking business in Pittsburg for
a number oryears, having risen iron
minor positions. He has been with
the Union Trust Company the great-
er part of his career and finally
reached the position of individual
bookkeeper. lie went to church regu-
leaierltyy,and was quite prominent in so-
About three months ago there were
hints of trouble among the employes
of the bank. At that time President
H. C. Mt Eldowney declared that
there was absolutely nothing to the
stories. 'Hixton's
ikamsc'was connected with the rttm
however,
ROBBERY WAS SYSTEMATIC
In the' confession that he made to
the officials Hixton today admitted
that he Las beeen systematically rob-
bing the bank for at least three years
Since the first of the year he has
succeeded in getting away with $18,-
000. All of this money, according to
his story, has been used in the stock
market, and he has not a cent today
to show for his crime. He declares
that the man- who he implicates re-
ceived half of the funds, and that his
portion of the money was also lose
in the stock market. So far it has
been impossible to secure a state-
ment from Hixton as to what stock'
he was speculating in.
When he was arrested Hirton was
spending the evening quietly at his.
home. His aged father broke down
when he -heard of the young man's
arrest, but Hixton remained com-
posed, and it was not until after
having been tortured by the detectives




The bank officials were astounded
when they, learned' of the extent of
the stealings. The Union Trust
Company is one of the strongest
financial concerns in the United
States, and its directorate contains
the names of many prominent peo-
ple.
Of all the directors there is scarce-
ly one that is not worth many mA-
lion% in his own name. The bank
has a capital stock of $esorscoo, de-
posits of $3et000,o00: surplus and un-
drevie.is:led profits $22.314.510. and total
resources of $88,000,000.
An attempts to secure a statemen
from officiate of the bank wort fruit-
CATALOGUE FOR RIVERSIDE !A
PUBLISHED BY DIRECTORS
THFRE WERE i,000 COPIES PRINTED FOR DISTRIBUTION
AMONG PHYSICIANS OF SURROUNDING CITIES, AND THE
PAMPLET SHOWS THAT ONLY TWENTY-TWO DEATHS
HAVE OCCURED AMONG THE HUNDREDS OF PATIENTS
TREATED—NEW "VISITING STAFF" NAMED FOR THE IN-
STITUTION.
Yesterday there was gotten out)
in hook form the catalogrre for Riv-
erside hospital, by the beard of di-
rectors which had 1.000 printed foe
distribution among the physicians in
surrounding cities. The pamplet
eortains much valuable information
regarding the first-class institutioa
and hereafter when doctors of
neighboring cities have patients for
treatment. in hospitals, they can SIN
from the catalogue the facilities s %/-
pied by 'the Paducah institution mid
govern themselves accordingly.
On the first page is a pietere of
the hospital, while inside are pro-
f 
(Continued on Page Eight.)
moral decline of the rich of this
country. So-called fashionable socie-
ty is TO rotten now it reminds ?IV Of
ansient Rome and Greece. And thee
is just what we arc coming to We
are on the decline morally, and unless
some great power makes itself felt
in the near future, this country will
be as Rome was at the time of its
fall."
die fully agreed with the views of





APPLICATION TO BE PUT IN
MONDAY NIGHT BY MOORE
WHITAKER.
J. D. Overstreet Wants a New Li-
cense Having Lost the Former
One, for Violating Law.
Moore Whittaker has put his ap-
plication in to the city  authorities for
a municipal license to open a saloon
at the Bud Quarles place, opposite the
union depot. The application comes
up next Mondlay night before the
council and the following Thursday
evening before the aldermen to be
acted upon.
The license of Bud Quarles was
taken away from him several weeks
ago because he used obscene literca
titre to advertise his business. Ever
since then the eestablishment -has
been closed and doing nothng. Mr
Quarles has bought a coffee hoase in
Cairo. and says he sold the local
place to Mr. Whittaker. Some say
that Mr. Whittaker has not bought
the place. but that Quarles is pretend-
ing he has so the latter can get a
license to open up in the name of
Mr. Whittaker. It ia understood the
city offic'ala will look into the mat-
ter thoroughly before acting upon this
application of Whittaker for the li-
cense.
Some of the councilmen and: alder-
men have been approached by friends
of J D. Overstreet ,of Eighth and
Boyd streets, and asked to vote to
give Overstreet a license. hat all the
officials have refused thus far, be-
cause Overstreet violated the Sunday
closing law. sold liquor on the (Sab-
bath last June. and Mayor Yeiser re-
voked the old licence that expired
July 1. The authorities have adopted
an iron-clad rule that all Sunday vio-
lators go out of business, as far as
.having a licence is concerned.
+ + + + + + + + + + +
4. SERMONETTE.
a- la + + a. -a -a
"That Rock was Christ."-1 Car.
to:4.
'We all come to Rephidim at some
time or other. On the manward sid
Rephidim stands for the place of due
need: of murmuring and unbelief; of
the limitation of Godfs power; nay.
more. of utter forgetftilness of all his
past mercies and blesaings, and fail-
'tire to turn to him for help.
On the Godward aide it is the place
of the rock---the rock which Paul
declared prefigured the character and
office work of the blessed Christ.
"That Rock was Christ:" that is, it
typifies the Chrst.
t. In the value of the blessing
which gushed forth from it.
2. In the methoct employed to se-
cure that blessing. The Rode was
smitten, even as the Christ was smit-
ten.
3. in the unlikel'hood of the source
of help, for the babe in the manger.
the son of' the carpenter. the man of
sorrows, tbe malefactor on the cross
became the Savior of the world, even
at the cold, hard. forbidding rock of
the desert became under the touch
of God a fountain o' life-giving water
to thirsty iarael.
And more, that sparkling water at
Rephidim is typical of the isrightneis
of the Gospel .for each drop reflects
the glory of heaven, it is typical far-
ther of the Gospel in its refresh-
ment. in its abundance and in the pe-
rennial freshness of its flow.
Let us learn the lessona of Rephi-
shwa and rejoice in the fall revelation
of thr Christ. toward, whom the Rock
of 'Rephidim pointed.
651,636.
The receipts from spirits amounted ,
to $141394.055, an increase of $7,435,-1542,creer 
the irust .fisvat year. --ker. -Chiles and wife of—h-t e-Reiatie
Mission, on South Third street, have
crease 'in the receipts from tobacco
wt“-. $2,763.086, the total being tag,- commenced arrangements for the an-
nual picnic they give to the poor
422.997, The total income from all
children of the city, and prospect
sources for the year was $249,102,738
against $234.187,976, an increase of are for the largest outing ever ten-$14.914.761. The largest increase was (kited the little ones by th4e peoplein chewing and smoking tobacco, the The date for the picnic this year willreceipts from this item being $21.294,- be August 20, at which time the929, against $20,069,346 the year be- 1 children will be taken in large wagons1fore, to the grove near Thompson's mi I,
three miles from this city, on the
+1Cairo pike. An abundance of dinner,
,lemonade and other refreshments
will be carried along-, ils'o swings an
o' other amusements for the children.
Rev. and Mrs. Chiles desire that
':":' + the entire public contribute some-
schooners or about five per week
Cutting the allowance down to the
ordinary sized! "beer" that comes over
the bar to the thirsty one who pro-
duces the necessary nickel, the al-
lowance will easily be more than 400




Apparently. the prohibition laws of REV. CHILES AND WIFE NOW
the country have not reduced the cdn- MAKING HUGE ARRANGE-sot:option of beer a particle. On the
contrary, the increase in production MENTS.
and, of course, in consumption over ,
the preceding year, amounted to 160.-1
000,ocio gallons, or two additional gal- Ausaual Report Shows That TheseIons for each nisi:victual. The total
1revenue from fermented liquors, prae-i No'de Workers Have Accom-
tically all beer, was $55,641,758. The plished Great Good' in thereceipts from beer alone were $54,-1 
Past Year.
a. SUPERSTITIONS OF THE
SEA.
All sailors are superstitious, and
the legends of the sea are legion,
ranging from phantom ships to spec-
tral lights suddenly gleaming from
yardarms and mastheads. That mny
or) fthese legends are very ancient may
be proved by the fact that sea har-
pies are described by Homer and
Hesiod, 'according to Virgil
they plundered Aeneas during his
voyage to Italy. The beautifn sirens,
too, are of classic origin.
Weird, indeed, are the tales of
Dr. Pepper Notice.
The Paducah Bottling Co. is the
only company authopized to bottle
Dr. Pepper in Paducah ,and adjacent
territory.
ARTESIAN MFG. At BOTTLING
CO., Prop., Waco, Texas.
ENOUGH BEER BREWED '
TO FLOAT A FLEW:.
haunting spectres, fit to send one'; Go conversions, 8o restorations andnerves a-shiveriag after a hearty sup- hundreds impressed for a higher andper, well suited for Christmas time better life; baptized five adults andghost stories. 
There are the four goblins of Dun-
UT's Ness, not ghosts, but evil wa-
ter spirits who appear twice a year,
only in midwinter, but bring bad luck
in a very short time to the ship from
which they are sighted.
We must mention Adamaster, the
(headed Ghost 0 fthe Cape, that used
to be seen in a halo of cloud and
mist over Good Hope, and also the
silent man of Wexford Harbor, the
wandering soul of she Dutch skipper
who lost his stback on his way to
Dublin some three centuries ago.
GhostIty apparitions are not, how-
ever, the on'y ones to be feared at
sea. in the case of St. Elmo's fire
these apparitions 'take the shape of
spectral tights suddenly gleaming
from yardarms or mastheads It was
known by ancient navigators as Cas-
tor and Pollux—the best omen if seen
double. 'but a signal danger if seen
single.
Jack has a score of well-known sto
perstitions. many of which are of
very long descent, such as the pres-
ence of figureheads. the blessing of
ships and the "crossing Of the line.'
And it will be remembered that thc
Prince and Princess of Wa'es both
paid tribute to old Neptune vvhila
on their journey to Australiaa.
I thing to the picnic fund, either in theway of monet food, etc., as it is ex-
'pected that ttwice as many tots will
, be along this tear as at the 1905
!picnic. This is the third annual out
ling -for the children,' who always go
'out in laarge numbers and have thsII time of their Ives.
I The annual report of Rev. Chiles
.and wife up to ist of this month
.shows what they have accomplishen
in the past year. and it speaks ex-
ceedingly well for them, as follows:
Preachgd 2oo sermons and 28 fu-
nerals, ministered in 50o homes, had
Alderman Assaulted by Gas Com-
pany's Secretary.
Davenport, Ia., Aug. 3.—The sensa-
tion the other evening in Davenport.
dividing attention with the nomina-
tion of Governor Caminito+. was a
vicious asaault made upon Alderman
at Large J. A. De Armond, a promi-
nent physician and brother of Con-
gressman De Armond of Missouri
His assailant was J. W. VVIalsh, sec-
retary of the Davenport Gas and
Electric Company, and one of the
menthe:1-s of the company of Walsh
Bros., owning electric railway and
light and power plants in Davenport
Clietan and Pio:Hi:Ion
The - attack followed a session of
the city council in which a prolonged
fight over the city lighting, for which
the ViOalah Bros. have the contract
brought from Alderman De Armond
a scathing roast of the contractors
Excursion Rates Via. ttie southern
Railway from Louisville.
Fifty-Four Million Barrels Produced St. Paul, Minn.—$16.00, August to,in the United States Last 11 and 12. Return limit August 31,
, Year. with prvilege of extension to Septem-Washington. Aug. Admiral her 3oth on payment of so cents.Evans had good navigators on all his
battleships of the Atlantic thsy
could maneuver. without colrdino. in
the beer proOared :in this country in
the year ending June 30 last.
If...necessary, all tile battleships
ailtfk , no matter what their national
its% could be berthed in a basin filled
with the moilacts of American brew-
111111e*. Even then there would be more
Øn enongth left, according to the
opinion of the teetotalers, to quench
the thirst of the crowds that would
gather to see the 211) battleships
which is the number the world own.)
The production of best:. according
to the preliminary report issued by th
,commisaioner of internal revenue, ao
a.. 'el.617 barrels of thirty-one nod
a half gallons each. or 1.72t,526,644 Main street, Lexington,, Ky.gallons. about twenty billion }ow C. II. HUNGFRF , D. P. A.,au4e110.iners- of the liquid. 234 Fourth avenue, lle, Ky.That gave each of the Roorn000 or. C. P. ALLEN, . A., St.Antariettnt an allowance of about 26o Louis, Mo.,
Denver, Colorado Springs and Pu-
eblo, Col.—$36.00. On sale daily to
September 30th, with return limit of
October 31St.
Ashville, N. C.—$15.95. On sale
daily the year round, good returning
within six months,'
three babies; gave Christmas tree,
supplying gifts to 400 children; res-
cued nine girls; got permanent homes
for 15 children; employment for 55
women. to Aids, 24 men and'16 boys;
distributed 2,150 usefu articles. of
clothing and a attar a number oil
household goods; Lodged too men. 14i
women, 6 children; gave away 250
meals; distributed 6,000 religious pa-
pers.
Low Horneseekrre Rates to many
points in the southeast, west and
southwest on first and third Tuess
days of each mouth, June to Novem-
ber inclusive.
For additional information, tickets,
etc., call on any agets of the South-
ern Railway or address.
J. P. LOGAN, T. P. A., rat East
ILLINOIS CENTrAIL
EXCUH BU LLBTI N.
Ashland. Ky.—Kentucky State Sun-
day School Association. Dites
sale Aug. 20 and 21, 1906. Limit Aug.
25. Round trip rate $17 10.
Milwaukee, Wis.—Grand Aerie
Fizternal Order of Eagles. Dates
of sale August loth, i ith and 12th,
loo6. Round trip rate $15.50.
Roanoke, Va.—National Pireman'i
Association. Dates of sale August
12th and 13th, 1906,1sited to August
31, 1906. By depositing ticket and
paying fee of so cents, tickets can
be extended to September 1st ,1906.
Round-trip rate, $19.65.
Peoria, 111.—National Encampment
Sons of Veterans U. S. A. Dates of
sale, August 19th . and 20th, !god,
limited to August 31, 1906. Round-
trip rate, $11.55.
The annual ils.00 excursion to Chi-
cago via. I. C. R. R. will be run
Tuesday, August 21st. A great many
people are preparing to take atvan-
tage of this special excursion, which..,
is the most popular run by the Illi-
nois Central railroad.
Owensboro, Ky—Seven Hills Chau-
tauqua. Dates of sale August 1st
to 21st, 1906, limit August 22nd, 1906
Refund trip rate $5.70, limit three days
from date of sale. Round trip ratt
t4•75.
Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minn.—
National Encampment Grand Army
of the Republic. Dates of sale Aug-
list nth, 12th and 13th, 1906, return
limit August 31st, rgo6; by deposit-
ing ticket and paying fee of so cents
tickets can be tended to September
30th, 1906. Round trip rate $14.80.
Atlantic City, N. J. and return-
523.7o. Dates of sale August and,
1906, return limit August 13th, 1906.
Train No. jik. August 9th, 1906, re-
tarn limit Aist 23rd, 1906. August
t6th 1906 return, limit August 31st,
1906.
Old P'iat Comfort, Va., and re-
tarn, $18.7o. Tickets will be sold for
trains 1:2 and 102 of August' loth.
and 104 Or ,lertst Wit,. 1906, limited
t3 August vsth, 1906.
J. T. Donovan. Agent. City
Office 510 Broadway.
R. M. ,,Prather, Agent Union
Depot.
The (11iscovery of anthracite coal iii
Canada was announced by the minis-
ter of mines in the legialature of On-
tario. The report is that extensive beds
of anthracite ex'st on the Hudson
bay slope, in the neighborhood of Al-
bany river. which forms the devicling
line between Ontario andthe North
west Territory
Try a Register want add.
HE WAS UNIQUE.
BTIMPRL'S WAY 07 TELL72f.
THB
— —
Stempel, as Herbert Tansy said from
the very first., was rbsolutely unique
Caney took all the credlt for the discos?.
as he does for almost everything,
out he does not boast about it so much
110w.
(X course all the molt is the office saw
that Stempel was entirely out of the
ordiaary wilen he owned up to a mis-
take in an entry that cost the firm over
MOO to settle. Stempel was calling from
Teen Pastoe's order hook to Dixie, the
bill stark, and be quoted two-inch Lyons
galloon at three cents when it should
have been eight. Paston makes his
3s and 8s a good deal alike anyway, but
11e"tt Thltilite- a man to fire and it
seemed as it somebody would have to
go. Dixie thought it was his mistake
and was in a great flurry about it, but
Stempel, a hen he looked over the book,
said at once that he had called it wrong
and went and told the whole works so.
Well, the old gentleman must have been
in a good humor, for he only told Stem-
pel to be more careful next time. That
shows the sort of fellow Stempel was.
He had the peculiarity of being abso-
lutely truthful.
There was one thing about Stempel,
though. He wasn't extravagant with
the faculty of speech. One of those
never-say-notking-to-nobody sort of fel.
lows. Went about his business quietly
and soberly, never laughed or Joked
much.
One LIM* Dixie VIA telling a story
about an uncle of his who was a great
swimmer. He said he swam 15 miles
up the Mississippi river against the
strongest kind of current and towed a
log raft that, had drifted away from its
moorings by a rope held in his teeth.
Dixie said his uncle did that 15 miles in
two hours, nineteen minutes and some
seconds, avhich he has forgotten.
Tansy had to drag Stempel into it, of
course. He asked Stempel what he
thought of it. I guess he was trying to
make trouble. Stempel shook his head
and went on a.1:1ressing envelope.
"But what do you think of it?" Tansy
persisted. "Don't you thick that was
pretty good swimming?"
"Well." said Stes-r;-el. slowly and so
berly, "I don't be:leve It. No, sir, I
don't belisve it. I know what the Mis-
sissippi current is and I know what s
log raft is tb tow. doubt if a strong
swimmer could tr.afne 15 ia:11s* in two
hours xnd 13 minutes without towing
anything. I don't want to be offensive
and it may be that Dixie was misin-
formed, bat I can't bring mys if to be-
lieve that his uncle ever did such a
thing."
Of csursethat tickled Tansy. ?Ai 1 saki,
Tansy was always s-howing Stempel off
He made a great pretense of being
frienthy with him, and Stempel didn't
see through him 4t first and talked to
him more freely than he did 40 any of
the others. Taasy came to us and told
us what Stempel thougtht about this,
that and the other—what this fellow did
and what the other fellow se( I and, al-
though we Litt w that Tansy 'mad cork-
screwed hfs opinions out of 1.'33, we got
a little sore all the same, Le, use what
Stempel said afiout us, being ;he truth
Alt us hard oceasiomuly.
One day Tansy told me t' - t be had
asked Stern:A.1 what be tho ht of tu$
and Stettpel reied that he ..kin't care
I) say.
"I asked him if that d;dn't mean that
he Mid not a very favorable opinion of
you," said Tansy. "and be said at last
that ft did. lie went on to Pay--
I told him that if he toll me what
Stempel went on to say punch his
bead and that stopred.him. I was hot
though, and after I'd thourbt it over I
went to Stempel and told him that I had
beard be hadn't a high opinl n of me.
"Did Tansy tell you that?" be asked.
-He did, and before all th, crowd.")
replied. "Now it's up to you explain.'
"Did he tell you what else I said--
what I based my opinion op?" be asked.
"No, he didn't," I said. '1 wouldn't
stand ter it."
"Then I'll tell you." said Stempel, and
he told me. It was pretty plain, straight
talk and I'm bound to say it was true
I think it did me goad. Aim way, I took
it and Stempel and I are good friends
But it didn't end there. I told Wilson
nnd Dixie about It and the next worn-
tog when we were all together Di. $
turned suedenly to Stempel ar.,1
him what hs thought of Tansy.
Tansy grinned, lie thought he IMP
going to get a few bonnets.
"I'd prefer nut to say," said Stempel
We all shouted. Wilson said: "You
know what Stempel means when he saysthat, Taney."
It didn't teams Herbert. though. He
was cocksure that he stood ace high.
"Tell 'em what you think of me, old
man," he said to Stempel. "I'd like to
know n3yself."
"I don't think you would," said Stem:pel.
"I'm not old rola ge
ihead," said Tansy.
"If you inslot on It tell you," aald
Stempel, who was rather pale. "I'm
sorry to say that I consider you d6hon-
arable, inasmuch as you have betrayed
ny confidence, in you,-and insincere, in-
asmuch as you have professed friend-
ship for me to say face and make fun of
ins to others. , I don't consider you de-
cent. If it's the plain truth you waot,
ithere you have It." •
Short and sweet, wasn't It? It ought
to have done Tansy good if it didn't,"-.
Chicago Record-Herald.
Tempered with Mercy.
Niobrary Jake (leader of vigilantes)
—Greaser Pete. yer 'n ornery, encaldn'
nose thief 'rid don't d'sarve no tnarey
sitatsuniever; but tit' boys 'ye decided
t' give ye a ch'ice &twig' suicide and a
violent death, tow, W lob d' ye prefer/
BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is t "Leader" for the dealer.
D. 1-1. BALDWIN & CO.
W. TI MILLER, Agent.
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WARREN AND FRANKLIN GIV-
EN UNTIL MONDAY.
Budge Puryear Assessed Fines Against
Number of Contractors
Who Did Not Have
Signals Out.
Yesterday morning Tom Warren
aud Tom Tolley, alias Franklin, were
arraigned before Judge Edward Pur-
. 3-enr in Or.: police court on Cat: clizre
of grand larceny, they being the two
,mien 'brought back from Lexington
Tenn., by Detective Moore on the
charge of "skinning" the Robinaon
brothers here in a "green doods" deal.
The men requested that their case'
be continued over until next Monday,
anti the court granted it.
The petty larceny charge against
Frank Blanchard was continued unril
Cltflonday. Se is accused of stealing
some rope from the Ayer-Lord Tie
Company's boat over at Owens' Is-
land.
l
of the islaand of Monserrat, which
had shaken for four months almost
without _Punic Last winter—within
a brief period-.--there were 62 distinct
tremors in this part of California--
some thirteen months before the
strange convulsion of April 18.
May it not be that our lava tide,:
are rising again? The spitting asun-
der of the Santa Cruz mountains and
the Sobrante hills, as unusual an ac-
companiment as the earthquake itself,
nay be a result of the bp& of the
crawling monster in the eltinnels be-
neath. Shasta is its natural destina-
tion.
There was dismissed the warrant
charging Hattie Dodds, colored, with
acting in a disorderly manner in the
presencilof Sarah G. Campbell. There
was then dismissed the other warrant
accusing the Dodds woman and Will
Strickland with engaging in a fight.
There was dismissed the warrant
charging Chamllin and Murray with
piling brick at Foiwth and Washing-
ton streets, and faling to put danger
signals on it aaftcr nightfall.
'Will McNhahon was dismissed of
the charge of failing to put a danger
signal upon the pile of brick on Ken-
tucky avenue, between Third and
Fourth streets
Charles Warren, the paint contrac-
tor. was fined $5 for leaving a ladder
standing upright overnight on the
public sidewalk in front of the Culley
store.
George Weikel. the contractor. was.
Cited $5 and costs for failing to put a
;danger signal upon the stack of brick
be piled in front of. the Palmer Ho-
tel.
A similar fine was assessed against
'Nfike Iceman for failing to put a
light on the material Ist blocked tha
street with at Fourth and Whshing-
ton.
%VP! Lockwood. the contractor, was
fnerl the same for failing to put a
light on the material he piled in front
of The Palmer
Until today was continued the war-
rant against Tom Elder. who i•
charged along with the balance of
the contractors.
A fine of $50 was assessed against
I. _zit Bondy on the charge of being
drnnk and disorderly.
The court dismissed the charge
against Louis Capporal of permitting
slop water and other ill-smelling a:-
cumulation to be thrown in the ya-d
behind the confectionery on Broad-
way near Fourth street
There site left op..:n the warrant
charging the Paducah Furniture Fac-
tory with letting a pool of stagnant
water stand upon the factory grounds
at Third4 and Norton streets.
Yesterday afternoon the Judge
beard evidence in the caSet against
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + +
+ DUEL WITH BASEBALLS. -4-
+ + + + + + 4- 4- + 41- + + +
An -exchange gives the fullosving
account of a duel that took place in
Paris between a French count and
an American college sin, in which
the- weaPOni Were-basetars. The af-
fair arose through a slight fracas in
an art school, and the Frenchman
sent a challenge:
The American, a husky six-foot•!1-
from Yale, who had pitched on the
baseball team and stroked the crew,
was loth to accept and took the mat-
ter as something of a joke. The
count pressed his desire forsatisfac-
tion, and at last the son of "Old Eli"
consented to meet him, stipulating
that he should choose his own
weapons. Seconds were agreed upon,
and the mode of combat chosen by
the American was baseballs at twen-
ty paces. It was- dangerously close
range; for a man who has spent three
years twirling in-shoots and out-
drops over a twelve-inch plate is like-
ly to be a pretty accurate shot with
a baseball; but the Frenchman was
gasnc, and they met 'on 'the ontskirts
of the city at daybreak.
Each was to have three shot!, and
the count won the toss and thereby
the privilege of leading off. Perhaps
he had never seen a baseball before,
and at any rate his chances of sign-
ing a contract with a modern Ameri-
can ball team would have been about
as small as they could he. The man
from Yale had no difficulty in dodg-
ing the adamantine spheres which the
soli of Belle France sent scaling in
hiss direction.
Then the American opened fire.
The first hall grazed the French-
man's shoulder; the second lodged in
the pit of his stomach, and the third.
an in-shoot. -caught in All on the
point of the chin, lie went down and
out. and never ohallenged anther
American citizen
At the Churchr es . Coal Reduced
Rey. Illten -of the German Lutheran
Church on South Fourth street will'
preach in the German language tomor-
row morning, while at the evening
hour his discourse ill be in the Eng-
lish tongue, subject being "A
Solemn Admiration of Christ." To-
morrow afternoon at 2:3o a bus-
iness meeting wll be held by the mem-
bers at the church.
Rev. T. E. Richie of Princeton, Ky.
will arrive here tomorrow morning
and preach both morning and evening
at the First Baptist church
•
Szc-nd Baptizt.
Rev. McGee will preach toworrom
morning and evening at the Second
Baptist  church in  place of the pastor
Rev. E. Cunntnglsam, who with
Rev. Stewarts, is down near Graham -
stifle conductoing a very success:Id
revival at the Baptist curch.
Minister Departed.
-Rev. W. H. Pinkerton left yesterday
for New Liberty„ Ky., where he will
start a protracted meeting tomorrow,
and continued for several weeks. His
family is still visit;ng in Ghent,Ky.
Tomorrow there will be no services
at the First Christian church, except
Sunday school and 'communion.
First Presbyterian.
Rev. W. E. Cave left yesterday for
Battle Creek. Mich., where he will
sojourn for several weeks for the
benefit of his 'health. There will be
only Sunday school services tostior-
church.
Absent From City.
'Rev. T. J. Owen is down below
Fulton helping in a revival meeting.
He will not be here tomorrow to hold
services at any of his charges.
Cumberland Presbyterian.
Rev. B. P Fullerton arrives here
today, and tomorrow morning and
night preaches at the Cumberland
Presbyterian church.
- German Evangelical.
Rev. William Bourianin and family
have returned from 'sojourning at
Mount Eagle. Tenn.. and tomorrow
evening the divine preaohes in Eng-
lish at the German Evangelical
church on South Fifth street. There
will 'he no services in the morning
except Sunday school
Grace Episcopal.
Sunday school worship only will
he held tomorrow at the Grace Epis-
copal church.
Sunday school services will be held
at 3 o'clock tomorrow afternoon et
the North Twelfth street Baptist mis-
sion church
Mechanicsburg Christian.
Sunday school worsh:p will be hell
It 2:30 o'clock tomorrow afternoon
at the Mechanicsburg Chrivtian
church at 3:3o o'clock the communion
will be conducted.
State Sunday School,
The State 'Sunday School Associa-
tion holds its annual session in Ash-
disturbers of his peace cannot make land. Ky.. the fourt week of this,
the smile rOelle off. The weekly trade
review says . "Underlying the confi- 
month. .and quite a number from this :Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
'Samuel Leibel and John Muller, and (Vence in the future course of business 
city will go up to participate. includ- RETURN, continous passage $4.00:
will render his decision this morning. are the magnificent crop prospects 
.ieng Rev. William, Rourouin, the pres- Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
ent of the McCracken County berth included.
tribel is charged with shooting at and the prosperous agricultural Itil Sunday-school Association, who is
Muller several days ago on Kentucky tereos." In this day of urban activ- one of the most fervent and energetic
avenue near Ninth street during a ity some may be disposed to tinder laborers the cause have over the en- ROUND TRIP TO CA
IRO, pert,
'difficulty. Leibel is charged in one rate the importance of the farmer 're state
hut it is a pretty safe hazard that 
ti cf five or over $1.5o each, without
when the agricultural interests are Broadway Methodist. 
rreals; $2.00 with meals.
prosperous other business eondsiont Presiding Elder Blackard will
Lords Supper w:11 be administrated
'tontiorrow morning lollowing preach-
ing.
West Tennessee Methodist.
Sunday school worship will be held
tomorrow afternoon at the Methodist
church on 111st Tennessee street
While preaching occurs at the regular
evening hour.
"The Remobal of the Golden
Candlestick" will be preached on to-
morrow morning by Rev. B. W. Bass
or the Tenth stheet Christian cyhurch.
"Soul Saving" will be -talked on at
the evening hour. He desires that
every member of the congregation be
present at the morning hour.
Trimble Street Methodist.
Rev. W. W .Armstrong will be in
his pu.pit tomorrow morning and• eve-
ning at the Trimble stret Methodist
church.
Third Stret Methodist.
Services will be held tomorrow
morning and evening by Rev. Peter
Fields at the Third stret Methodist
church.
Says the London Times of May
18o6: "A decently dressed woman
was last night brought out into Smith-
field for sale, but the brutal conduct
of the bidders induced the Man who
Waft, or pretended to her husband,
to refuse to sell her'' on which a scene
'of riot and confusion highly dis-
graceful to our police took place."
E xeursioll:
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and bes
excursion Oct of Paducah.
$8.00 For the Round Trip toTennessee river & return
It is a trip of pleasote, comfor
and rest; good service, good tabl
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m
For other information apply to Jas






warrant with malicious shooting and
in another with carrying concealed
weapons. while Muller is charged
with maliciously assaulting Leibel.
* + + + + + + + + + + + + +
*SEES TROUBLE IN FUTURE.*
+ + •*.• + + •*.• + + + + + +
There is no better established fact
in the history of earth than that Cal-
ifornia in ages past has been the
theater of some of the most tremen-
,dous displays of volcanic energy.
There are square miles of lava beds
in the north mountains composed en-
tirely of stones; innumerable rem-
nants of craters and cones; miles of
'hills that look to this day :ike waves
.of arrested lava covered with a thin
skin of soil, where no tree grows; tc
say nothing of the tale tolein the
layers of rock that may be seen
on many a bare mountain side, writes
Gertrude Atherton in 'Harper's Week
fy.
We have in the north and not to
mention the hundreds of small and
nameless cones—three great peaks--
1Diablo, St. Helena and Shasta—that
are believed to hay been active vol-1
canoes in the unwritten period of
ICa'ifornia's long and energetic story.
Regarding Shasta there is no man-
ner of doubt, and during the earth-
(wake I wondered if she were in
eruption; for, only a month before
persons in her neighborhood were
much alarmed at the phenomenon of
snow melting in one of ?ter flanks as
quick as it fell.
A year before the eruption of Pelee
supposed to be extinct, and of the
volcano on St. Vincent, I was in the
(West Indies, and heard constant talk
Unprecedented Prosoerity.
Everything shows the wonderful
prosperity of the United States. That
building interests are prospering is
plain to any observer, this being true
not alone of the cities, but of the
smaller places Iron and steel are re-
ported by the mercantile agencies to
he on an exceptionally strong finan-
cial basis. The advance orders indi-
date that the business will continue
good for at least a year to come. The
only limitations -to the field of build-
ing operations are the enhanced cost
of nnverials and the high rates de-
manded by labor.
Every farmer in the land has his
face wreathed in ',miles The Hessian
fly and the army worm and other •
feel the upward impulse.
The movement of freight is report-
ed to reach a tonnage never before
recorded, this telling of the increas-
ing wealth of the rail and lakecar-
riers What is true of the central
west, and especially of the terriwy 1111b 
immediately tributary to Chicago. is
also true of the selmle country. The
carriers everywhere are rushed' to the
limit to meet their responsibilities in
a time of overwhelming good fortune
To be more specific, the reviewers
of trade say that the examination of
the reports of business during the
first 'half of 1906. now practically com-
plete, show clearly that the six
months made the "most prosperous
period in the history of the nation."
There is the even more pleasing as-
%mance that, "unlesrs heavy cancella-
tions occur, the last half of the year
will establish a still higher record."—
Oticago Tribune.
NOTICE.'
TO THE CITIZENS OF PAM--
CAH. KENTUCKY:
We have compfeted arrangements
whereby J. E. Wlilliasnsos & Co., of
Paducah, Ky, have besoinse the agents
of your city for our celebrated Geese
River White Bleaching Stone.
Anyone &pining anything is Cem-
etery work, would do well to ma J.
E. 'Williamson & Co., and ff*e this
material their consider-allots before
placing their order.
Very respectfully.
F. J. SCHIOLTZ St SON.
John Philip Sousa, the American
die rinstruction publique of France 'Undertakers and Embalmers,band' leader, has been 
gazetted officer
This gives him the golden palms and'
rosette of the French Academy. 1 130 8. THIRD STREET: PADUCAH, KT
preach tomorrow morning and eve-
ning at the Broadway Methodist
church the pastor. Dr. Newell. being
outof the city visiting Methodist Col-
leges of the Memphis conference. The
Good music on all the boats. Foe
nether particulars see
El A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent




l'ADUCAH REAL, ES174 WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM I. EA.ft4
MONTHLY IPAYMENt LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WiloTTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL. AND FREE an
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
FEDG a 4;1 w• wan-TEmostAG. as,
The River
Math, Enger ON Co.
to 13c Per Bushel
MOM roe 311URG COAL CO.





Steam and ifot Water fluting.
rboas 133. 220 N. Itird
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N IS ILL IT WILL COST Y011'..o write for our big FREE BICYCLE, catalogs/showinç 





BE If OW any other manufacturer or dealer in the world. •
from airy.
at any prke ..•
or on any k,red of terms, until you have received our complete Free Cabs.'
fugues illustrating and describing every kind of high-geode and low-gradi
bicycle, old patterns and latest models, and learn of our remarkable LOW
PRICES and wonderful new offers made possible by selling from factory
direct to rider with no middlemen's profits.
OWE SNIP ON APPROVAL reffArsif a rent &Pon?, Forth* rretgal tot
'Mow 10 Days Irma Trial and make other liberal terms which no othei
house in the world will do. You will learn everythiag and wet mash walla
able information by simply writing us a postal.
We need • lab. Alyea in every town and cam offer an cisporonito
to make money to suitabk young men who apply at atm
GO NOT eur A BICYCLE
$8 0 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES ° N L Y
.41,0 per pair.
ar Pries $ 
.80 $4-77-7. 8°PE Al_To Int reclaim,
We Will Sell NAILS, TACKS
ON CLASSYea a lloon_ple WON'T LET
Pak* for Only OUT DIE All
(CASH ORDICIS OA 60
NO NONE TROUBLE FROO PUNCTURES.
Result of 1,5 years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS, CAC-
TVS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS Or GLASS.
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
be vulcanized like any other tire.
Two Neadrod Thr_anand pairs wow ia actual sea Ow
Sassily-1Iva Thet?...4 pairs sold lot yaw.
_____
Noldso the thleir vuisher tread
••A'" sad pm actors strips .11"
nod ••11." also ries strip"111^
to soirees' OM onsing. Deg
 outlast any otso her
FT. ELAM° staff
EAT ILLEHLT.O.
assestiPriells Made in all sires. it le lively and easy riding very durable and deed inside
with a special quality of rubber, which newer becomes porous and which doses up small punctures
without allowing the air to escape. We hfive hundreds of letters from satisfied customers stating
that their tires have only been pumped up once at twice in a whole stetson. They weigh nomore talus
an ordinary tire, the puncture onftting qualities being iten by several layers of this, specially
prepared fabric fTh the tread. That "Holding Back" seism commonly lett when riding ea asphalt
or soft roads is overcome by the potent "Basket Weave" tread which prevents all air from being
sqmeesed out between the tire and the road thus orercoming all suction. The regular pries of these
tires is ti p per pslr. but for advertising purposes we are making • special factory price to the rider
of only UN) per pair. All orders shipped same day letter is received. We ship C.O.D. on approval.
You do not pay. cent until you have examined and found them strictly as represented.
We will allow a rash discount of 3 per cent (thereby making the price *LIM per pair) Wynn send
rtnu CASH WITH ORDErt and enclose this advertisement. We will also send one nickel
plated brass hand pump and t .ao Sampson metal puncture cloaers on fa% paid orders these metal
puncture Ci(314CTS to be used in case of intentional knife cuts or heavy gashes). Tires to be returned
at OCR expense if for any reason they are not satisfactory on examination.
We are perfectly relief and money sent to us is as safe as in • bank.. \ A sk your Postmaster,
Itaisher, hxpress or Freight Agent or the Editor of this paper about us. If you order a pair al
these tires, you will find that they will ride easier, run faster, wear better, last looser and loo
finer than any tire you have ever used or seen at any price. We know that you will be so well pie
that when you want • bicycle vodwill give us your order. We want you to send us a small t
order at once, hence this remarkable tire offer.
built-op-wheels, saddles, pedals, parts and repairs, a
00ASTER-ORAKES, everything in the bicycle line are sold by us at had thous
prisms charged by dealers and repair men. Write lot our bigillaNzt14 catalogue.
D0 
BuyiNG
e NOT WAIT tluctycTeriorte auspaair of Driest from anyone until you know the new aftii
wonderful offers we are making. It only *oats • postal to learn everything. Write it NOW.
MEAD CYCLE COMPANY, Dept.0JL" CNICABO• ILb
43 Copies for 1 cent
THE 'CHEAPEST !METHOD OF THEM ALL
—
Use our best brand of Carbon paper and you get over
10,000 clear cut, smearless Carbon Copies for $2.65
YOU CANIMAKE 15 COPIES AT ONE TIME
What more do youiwant? Try a dozen sheets,
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phone Cumberland 318.
Saturday Morning August 4, 1906
Those Resolutions.
The adoption of certain resolu-
tions by the Central Labor Union
Thursday night is quite remarkable
in several particunrs. The Register,
wishes to say it believes that any
and every organization has the right
to adopt any and all kinds of reso-
lutions that may meet its approval.
and, therefore, we do not question thc
right of that body to act as it did
on the occasion mentioned.
It has been our observation that
the wage earners, taken as, a class,
stand for law, order and religion;
they stand fru- that which is good for
the whole people. With a trade at
their command they are not depend-
ent to an appreciable extent upon
others; the absence of cod-fish aristo-
cratic notion's in their social life, all
goes to Make them frank and .inde-
pendent.
In those resolutions is a direct at-
tack upon tWo, sermons de ivered in
this city last Sunday, in which two
of the strongest pleas ever heard in
this city for better moral conditions,
were made. We learn that of the
eighteen or twOnty members, present
when the resolutions were adopted,
not a single one of them heard either
one of the sermons, yet they con-
demned them. On the other hand
several hundred men and women
heard those sermons, and among the
number were members of some of
the labor organizations of the city;
and at the conclusion of the morning
discourse every person in the congre-
gation, with but a few exceptions,
openly and public:y indorsed the ser-
mon. A number of fathers and moth-
ers heard every word that was said,
and -indorsed it. II there is any one
class that needs to see religion and
good morals prevail, it is what
some people term the middle class.
ahhich according to. history has been
the bulwork to stay the progress of
vice and crime. Yet bete is the rep-
resentative body of that class engag-
ed hurling shafts at the pulpit. 
We
do not believe that the mass of 
work-
.,
ing men of Paducah really 
indorse
the action taken. H they do, then we
have Made an honest mistake. What-
ever view one may take of the scr-
umps, no Ane. wi I deny but what the
intention- was to do good, and every
effort in that direction should be en-
couraged and upheld. FoT a repre-
sentative organization to condemn
such efforts works harm. The Reg-
ister believes that is a class in Padu-
cah that would silence the pulpit and
every other agency that would save
the people from the snares and pit-
fart; laid by them, but that class is
not members of, or in sympathy with
.the Central Labor Union, and we are
very glad indeed that the resolutions
aimed at the Rev. Newell was mater-
ially modified from, that which the
union passed, before it was passed,
before it was published by the cor-
poration papers.
As for the rest of the resolutions
in chief, if they were not inspired by
the corporations that now have the
people by the throats ,they certainly
will meet with their approval in est-.
-ery particular. For years those peb-
ple have been working •hard to sad-
de on the taxpayers. of Paducah a
heavy bonded indebtedness for non
producing improvements, so as to put
:t beyond the power of the people to
ever own a water and light plant.
With a water- and light plant' Pa-
ducah could earn • enormous- profits
every few years
From the number of bank thieves
that are being caught. we do be-
lieve that if a change were made in
those in charge that hundreds of
ssamps would be caught. There are
honest bankers and dishonest bank-
ers, and cities can operate public
utilities as safe y a; some banks art
operated .
• city and plant sewers in every block.
I The . Register has been of the
opinion tha the worhing people of
Paducah are largely in favor of mu-
nicipal ownership. In fact wheg the
city was so wrought up in February
over the conspiracy to close down
the city electric plant, the mechanics
were su'idly against the proposition.
and hundreds upon hundreds of
than signed a petition to1 the gen-
eral council to permit the people to
vote on issuing bonds for a water
and light plant, and- one of the
prime leaders in that movement sh-bs
the gentleman who sprung the reso-
lutions on the Central Labor Union
Thursday night, and who stated to
that body that he:wrote them.
In those hesolutions the union
sidetracks the water works proposi-
tion for a few years, which is the
identical argument put out by the
Paducah Water company.
As to the municipal light :plant
for commercial lighting the reso-u-
tions ignore that feature entirely,
r.nd merely asks the council for
more lights and better lights—not
cheaper lights—and one would infer
that that portion ot the resolution
refers to the street lighting only.
The Paducah Traction company, of
which organized labor has ntiti doubt
heard, could not have drawn a set
of resolutions to better suit their
aims and purposes .
The Register would cal: the atten-_
tion of every working man in Padu-
cah especially to the reference to
one-horse politicians who are try-
ing to trap the laboring men at the
idea of municipal ownership.' In-
vestigate and locate the politician;
who are trying to trap the laboring
men. When those schemers have
been located, bulletin their names in
every labor hall so that the members
may steer clear of them. In the
meantime 'et the members consider
this declaration in the resolutions.
-We heartily believe. in municipal
ownership of public utilities, when it
is to the advantage of the masses."
Let each man reason out that sent-
ence and analyze its meaning. Eiths:
municipal ovitership benefits the
masses or it Jews ot. If Tatinicirl
ownership was desirable in Febru-
ary, it should be desirable now, but
if it is nottrINtlifiV now, there must
be some reason for the cllange in
:entiment. What oecured since that
time Has the price of ,water, or
'lights been reduced? Something is
back of every change of mind.
What is it?
We have no quarrel with the Cen-
tral Labor Union for it is abe to
of itself. but when it
co ing a preacher
who aimsgilho ood we wish to
at least be heard 'in his behalf. As
to that body falling In with ideas of
the corporations of the city, we
have no fault to find only the pub-
lic might be curious to know, why
this change of heart.
take care
comes to
As a rule bankers are against mu-
nicipal ownership of public utilities.
The claim that graft will creep into
the management of the utilities
%Olen it is a fact that almcist daily
it is being discovered where bank
c'erks, cashiers and other officials
have, been stealing the bank's money
for years right under the eyes 'oi
men who think other men are not
capable of running a business with-
out graft. We believe it 'would be
a good thing for .the country if the
bent such as riding o the street cars,
going out to the parks and having
k ,ny big picnic, the is-she Iht,ssole arc
perfectly willing for them to have
the freedom of the city for one day
in' the year by gong off to them-
selves and giving us no cause to
«onplain.
At Memphis and Nashville the
isw-abiding element won in /he elec
lions Thursday. The tight was
made squarely on the lines of law
and order and tile gamblers and
dive keepers were c'eaned up. At
Memphis a fellow who had been im-
ported by the lawless element On
account of his value around the
polls to do dirty work, took full
charge of things at one of the polls
all day until finally he began to
enforce his buff with a 'pistol and
'vas filled full of buckshot and in-
stantly*killed.
The mayor is eminently correct in
saying that the . traction company
must carry children for Thalf-fare
%t heater they have tickets or not.
•The contention of the company that
no provisions are made for conduct-
ors to ring up half-fares and thereby
open a way 'for them to "knock
down' on the company, is all bun-
combe. If any of the conductors
or disposed to steal from tHe com-
pany they veil manage to do so un-
it is just as easy to "knock down-
foil fares as half-fares.
Another young banker has been
landed in -jail. He had stolen only
$25o.000 in three years. The dis-
patches say that he was a model
young man; attended church regu-
larly and was quite a society man.
Even the president of the bank
three months ago hooted at tit-
hints of something being wrong, but
he is better posted now. So is the
thing iellow.
War to Go On Forever.
(Washington Posts)
"There will be need of guns juh
so long as there is a man left to'
covet the property of another mnii.
declared Hudson Maxim of New upon which his family can ody foe
York. inventor of smokeless powder support when he is ;',1ead.• Yd. bit
at the Raleigh last evening. management of the great staspaitifes
"We may have peace conference* has been such aa to increase the cost
and talk of disarming the world, but of this necessity of life to the great
there will be battles and strife until mass of our people. Herein lies their
the earth has growtt cold and the sun highest offense against, society.
'has gone out. Not until then will It is well for the defenders of the
tile rich man,, toeg /hesitates to put
More moneyh-fri life lniuranee of this
kind The money the is there they
will keep there but until the methods
are rraically, changed there will nec-
essarily he a decline in business.
Our belief is that insurance meth-
ods hereafter will be far better than
those of the past. They will not be
I
mode better by. excusing what has
been done by the managers of these
companies, by attempting to break
.the force of their own confessions
with an outcry against yellow. jour-
nal is tni -
Insurance is not all investment; it
is an expense. The insurance com-
panies have presented the other con-
tention to the policy holders. They
have insisted that aside from the pro-
tection afforde4 the money loaned the
company is the best inyeslment a
man can make. •though as a matter
of fact it Yhas known that the insur-
ance company investments did not
yield -them 3 t-j per cent, and that
ntiat with inglorious dAllgt..
president may now gututvio4 ano
conference of leaders to Sagastanrt
bin all ther •rettetated conchs-
sions to "stand poet'v. will not ?,vail
against the great 6optilar outcry. to
repeal the robber tariff.
MAYFIELDIAN DIED.
Mr. Lee Tyree. the Stock Dealer
Passed Away With Kidney
Trouble.
Yesterdas morning Mr. Lee Tyree
died .at MFtikfield after a lingering ill-
ness with +kidney trouble.
•He was the well known stock deal-
er and liveryman of that city, and was
about 35 years of age. Many were
his friends here in this city, where
math+ sadness is occasioned by his
dissolution.
The furseral services will occur to-
day. and Mr. and Mrs. Wynn Tully
go ddwn in attend them.
from this Or frontAht_preintiurna__Paid 
Many Lights
st•
penes had to be met.
by the policy hoteliers tremendous ex- m
A man who can save a thou-sand or
two dollars generally invests safely
at a better rate than 3 1-2 per cent.
He can invest it in a home, in real
estate, in hank shares, or he can put
it in a savings hank where Ile can
get it when he wants it. As invest-
ments, these are better than policies
in life insurance companies.
But the frugal man buys a life in-
surance policy so as to minimize the
effect of his death, to make good, to
some extent, at least, the loss of earn-
ing, power inflicted on his family by
his death. Death is,a loss, not only
to the family, hut to society. just ss
the destruction of property by fire
a loss to society.
insurance does not make good the
loss and cannot. it merely distrih-
utes it over a larger area under a law
of averages. By means of a life in-
surance policy a large number of per-
sons contribute to a fund for the
family involved. In 'cases of fire,
other property owners "chip in." so
to speaks to reduce. by a wide distri-
bution, the loss of the one directly
concerned.
But policy holders have been de-
luded with the idea that the- were
making handsome Onvestmetits hv al-
lowing the insurance comh-e'ls tn
handle their 'surplus Nods. V 41 who
-the rivers of blood run dry. Yet the
basis of war has shifted.-- Battles arc
now fought in an afea'abenfit twemy
times as great as those ik ancient
times. For instance, 300400 were
slain when Attila was subinejbed in
the battle of the Marne. The slaugh-
ter in warfare is not now nearly so
great as it was. War is longer
a question of conceniration of forces
and., close ilabting','Vedt of wealth, of
science against science. Smokeless
powder wounds moresmen and strikes
More at long distance. In ancient
times lives were spent in war; now wrong
wealth is spent. Then all able- •
bodiedl men went to war; now nine
out of every ten men must stay a
home to make money for the rest to
fight with. Thus as war becomes
more difficult and men become edu-
cated to high er ideals we 'have hope
that there may be less of war and
less of the corruption' that war
brings"
Placed Out
ALL MATERIAL PILES ADORN-
ED WITH THEM LAST
EVENING.
Warrant Issued Charging Tully Liv-
ery Company With Leaving
Buggies in Public Street.
Ilikr!1:777171!777:727::::r173:11P
Realizing that Judge Edward Fur-
year has set the pace towards pro-
tecting the community against stacks
of material sitting on the public
thoroughfares without danger signals
attacheeK nearly everywhere last even-
ing over the city lights could be
plitnly seen upon the accumulations
to warn the people of its presence.
Places that have had no light here-
tofore wf re conspicuotta by presence
of tire lanterns last night ,and it is
believed much good will be effected
N'esterday morninsr in the police
court the judge assessed fines against
several contractors and others who
had left huge piles of building ma-
terial sit uponkthe streets and sic -
walk: w.thont any thinser signals at
tattled. Last night at these places
need life insurance most ha • been4 and at . all others. including -those
not warraateet lamps were plainly no-those who have had to pay c 1111Ctst
for it—the ptsor people. rish
man can afford to go will-or life in-
surance; the poor man nee••, it be-
cause he has no accumulated -turnings
Insurance; Its Cost and Purpose.
(Louisville Post.)
Mr. Jerome, in defense of his own
course in 'relation to the insurance
scandals, says:
"Why. I was informed a few night:
before T left New York by a director
of the Mutual that nearly Stoo.ocichnno
pol:rica have lapsed in the !ail
year. I asked him the size of the
policies, and he said between $r.son
hanks had a change up in offices and $2.000—all poor 'people. They
like in public affairs. were misled by the outcry in the yel-
low press. when as a matter of fact
all those companies were as sound as
a dollar. These yellow journalists
scared off the poor 'man. and he !oat
his earnings, and yet these same pa-
pers in every city will claim to be the
friend of the poor man."
We believe it is true that these
 re agreat insurance companies a s
sound as a dollar. They are sound
in face of most lavish expenditure, in
lace of unexampled waste, in face of
most _vicious use of funds.
The soundness of the great insur-
ance e"-no.nies •is due to the policy
holdess. sod oot due to the manage-
ment, —hosts been so clearly ex-
posed ditr'eh the past two years.
The poile•• -holders in these coinss
panics have not been misled by the
outcry of the yellow press. What the
yellow press has said. has had little
effect. What the directors, the offi-
cers of these companies have said
upon the -witness stand, is what has
counted.
The insurance companies have lost
business because their methods have
been exposed. their good name has
been smirched. the principles upon
which the great accumulations of
money of other people have been
at the rates we now pay, and have because they are like a lot of chil- !handled have been condemned, and
mousy enough to. park the entire oiren, and when on innocent pleasure naturally enough. The 'poor man. and
Some malicious person has sent
out cards to the mayors of the
neighboring cities warning them to
no, let the negroes come to Padu-
cah. August 8, for fear of a race riot.
There is 'no such sentiment what-
rveg in this city and there is no rea-
son whatever why the negrot.s
should. not come to Paducah if they
wish. For at least three years the
thousands Who visit this city on
August 8, have been exceedingly or-
derly and well-behaved; not a single
arrrest was made last year. We like








insurance companies "to free their
Mnds of cant." The exhibit has been
made. It has been an astou ex-
hibt; Had any nne attemptet to write
this in advance of ihese rev-
elations it would have been declared
to he incredible. Whether • r not Mr.
Jerome should have indictee the men,
no any account. for felony- is a mat-
ter for the coons to decide. anti they
have decided to the contrary. This
does not in the least relies-e the offi-
cer: of the moral responsibiltv for
the things that have gone so radically
tinder their management.
I nelecrind nate Immiy-stion.
(Louisville Herald )
No surprise need be felt at the
Mexican sense of injustice inflicted by
undesirable and wholesome immigra-
tion of Japs and other Ori.intals. The
greedy mining corporation: have, in
certain parts. of the aisti- republic
gotten in large numbers of very
cheap laborers, differing in language
customs and religions' rite so radi-
cally from the Mexicans themselves
that the !wee look on the incoming
Japs and others as agents of Ameri-
can capital to paganize Mexico.
The Jap or the Chinaman is out
of place ,in Mexico. So are M'ormons
and Dowieites. The presence and
activities in the sister nation excite
prejudices against the American p•o-
ple at large. If Jape and other Ch-i-
entals have beeen permitted to colon-
ize in Mexico, Mexican interests are
ticeable. and the dealers* report twit:
a rush for them yesterday.
The contractors have bc-n doing as
they pleased along this line hereto-
fore without molestion. but the judge
announce that tines will he imposed
in everv instance hereafter.
The judge is determ:ned to keep tile
streets cleared in other ways; also, a:
yeaterday a warrant was issued CHATTANOOGA ATLANTA
against the Tully Livery Company
charging it with permitting a string KNOXVILLE and FLORIDA
of buggies to sit overnight upon Ken-
avenue beside the atable at
Forth and Kentucky avenue, op-















to Jo° horse power. Best, cheaps-
est and most economical.




Suit to Be Filed
(Continues From Page One.)
se-id a franchi:e permitting the
system to extend its line from Foun-
tain avenue to Broadwa,y, out Broad-
tsar to Nineteenth, over Nineteenth
to Guthrie avenue, and along that
avenue to tthe old Nfaytield road. In
making advance preparations for the
franchise grant, the car company has
efrawn up the ordinance authorir
ing the sale by city of the permit.
Solicitor Campbell -vas given this or-
dinance yesterday and is now eare-
fnlly going over it to see that it is
drawn right and the city's interests
properly protected. He wi I then
have it reaady for adoption Monday
night by tthe council if that body
concurs in the railroad committee's
recommenda-lion.
No Ordinance Needed.
Several weeks -ago the legislative
authorities ordered the city solicit in
to bring in an ordinance making it
punishable with afine • for factory
owners or others hsing steam whit-
t'e to blow the whistles for 3 longer
period than ten or fifteen minutes at
for the most part, to blame. Bin the rl time. Now, though, on taking tip
ignorant Mexican puts all foreigners the question the ordinance commit-
in one class. The Nmerican he knows tee directed the solicitor not to dratt
hos money, and the American wants ithus bill, because p.ople have a right
he thinks, to own Mexico. To Tin
bold) the Yankee employes pagan Ori-
ental or shouting fanatic to reach his
puTroohese.
movement will not, it is hoped.
reach the length of massacre and
pillage. Rut American interests should
he, be timely precaution. safeiroardezt
The friendship of Mexico is valuable
It. hast resources offer a splendid
field- for American skill, enterprise and
capital. We tntlsr not permit greed
riehftnaticism to rob us of either.
The "Stand-Patters" Routed.
(St. Louis Republic.)
The Iowa republican convention
dominated by Governor Cummins and
hist friends, yesterday delivered a se-
vere blow to the Roosevelt-Shaw
"stand-pat" element of the party by
flatly declaring for tariff revsion. The
Iowa Idea, thus incorporated in the
platform, is not only a rebuke to the
administfation and its policy, tint a
frank confession of faith in a carnival
principle of the denincrate party. Sec-
retary Shaw's name, reports annottnee
was lhiased at the convention, and
the desperate attempt of the "stand-
to blow the whisfes when deemed
recessaary a reasonable length of
time, while if they shriek them with-
out cause this amounts to a nuis-
ance, covering which state arol mu-
nicipal laws already exist and Can be
enforced by the policemen of Pa-
ducah. Complaint had been made to
the legislative boards that some of
the factoriel on the South Side blew
their whistles every few minutes be-
tween 5 and 7 o'clock each morning,
and kept awake everybody living
thereabouts .
Dry Wall Ordinance.
• The so'icitor will have drawn by
Monday night an ordinance prohibit-
ing people froth digging "dry wells"
issithin the sanitary sewerage district
of the city, and ordering those out-
side the district boundaries to . be
closed. These affairs are wells dug
In a yard and connected with water
clthest and o,ilet rooms with piping,
so the offal and refuse can empty
into the well. They are very un-







Also to Asheville, Hendersonville,
Breyer& Lake Toaaway, Hot Springs
and many other resorts in the "Land
of the Sky" and beau ..1
country of Western North Carolina,
offering a high altitude, bracing
ci•mate. picturesque mountain scenery
and splendid hotels.
Send two cent stamp for "Land of
the Sky" bo3klet and other hand-
somely illustrated literature.
J. F LOGAN, Tray. Pass. Agent,
Lexingt•in, Ks.
C. H. HUNGF.RFORD, Dist. Pass.
Agent, Louisville, Ky.
S. B. Al.LEN, Asst. Genl, Pass.









IWe band:e all Ole neat and debit-
eat articles with the utmort owe,





















MUCH WON CAPITAL STUCK VISITING LADY
WAS INCREASED CONVALESCENT:11XY A CLOSE SHAVE YE'STE.R-
DAY FROM THE TAIL
ENDERS.





Virirenuts  58 32
Cairo  48 42
Ja'eksonv die  45 45
Paducah  41 47
 41 50







Rather st small crowd was out yes-
/ - tett:1y to Witness the game with Mat-
illtich was won by the-f-ocra
team. The slump of the Indians in
the percentage column is having a
noticahle effect on the attendance
Paducah must play winning ball ta
get the crafted.
••Mlattoon- at) r bh
 5 I 1
Doyle„.3b '. 2 - 0 o
McCarthy, tb  4 0 0
-•'/Ilierkpartet, '21; :  4 o
Barkley, If  4 0
Johnson, c  ,3 0
Lan. .e, tf .  4 o
Magill. tf .  4 i
'Jokerst, .p  4 0
'Totals-
Pa doe 11—
(Quigley. 2b ,  o
Cooper, ss  4 2
-Drahic. ef   4
'Wetzel. 311, 4
"Haas. eb  3 o
Lloyd. 11 3
Asher. c  3
Miller, rf  z


























THOMAS C. LEECH INVEST-
MENT COMPANY R.AISES
CAPITAL.
MRS. HARLES JETTON RECOV-
ERING FROM ATTACK
COE FEVER.
Mr. Hervey Phillips Becomes Assist- Mr. Ben Tilley Resting Well at River-
Manager of H,awkins' Establish- side Hospital-Mrs. Hughes Bet-
ment-Business News. ter-Others Ailing.
On account of its growing, bus ines o
the Thennias C. Leeeeh Investment
company last evening held a meeting
of the stockholders and ordered that
the capital stock of The concern be
increased from Sto,000 to $25,000
amendments to their artkies of in,
corporation • DOSY being ° prepared to
effect. 
'During the meeting the officers
were elected as follows: James
Wtille, president; Harry Livingston
vice president ; William F. Minnich
-secretary,- and Thomas C.• Leeche,
treasurer and general manager. The
directors named were Thomas C
leech. James Weille, William F. Min-
nich, Harryiny Livingston and H. V.
Sherrill.
O 0 Resumes First Love.
2 Mr. Harvey Phillips, the well-
O o known traveling salesman, today goes
o o 'back to his first love after many
3 years drifting .away. He accepts- the
  position of assistant manager of the
24 Is o Charles Hawleins confectionery and
cafe an Broadway. Mr. Phillips is
po a e an excellent gentleman and will,prove
3 4 I a 'valuable acquisition to the cafe.
4 2 1 Ile was fifttom years ago manager of
2 0 0 the 'big confectionery establiehment
• 2 0 maintained on -Broadway by Mr. ',lull-
• 2 0 us Weil, but for years since thlii
o o 0 has been traleling upon the road for
9 1 0 different lead ng homes, until now he
o o 0 returns to his ft4st love.
S i 0
Totals- 58 3
Indings- 1 2 '3 4 5 6 7 8
'Mattoon ... 100000t
Paducah ... 2 0•0 0 0 0 1
Earned rune—Paducah. 2.
1u base hits—Asher
Stolen lyasese---Kirig. Johnson. Lane
Magi!. Wetsel.
Sacrifice hits-boyle,a; Johnson
Double plays-Rietkportee to King
to McCarthy; Wetrzt to Quigley to
Haas.
Passed halls-Aalaer, 4.
Rases on Balls- NT Jokkeret. 3:
off W'riglit. t.
Struck 0111--By Jokerst. 4; by
Wright, to.
Left On bases-Mattoon, 7: Padu-
cah 6.







On account of Umpire Wilkerion
arriving in the city late, the game was
ddayed half en hour.
Taylor has quit the gamy; Tadlock
and South have been released: Down-
ing sick; Pitcher Asher is doing the
heavy work behind the home plate
and Bob Hays. the L. A. L. catcher is
on the bench with an Indian uniform
on.
Friday Was ladies' day and a small
crowd witnessed the battle.
If something isn't done real coon
the crippled-up brnch of Redskins
will fall to the bottom of the wet
Pitchers Miller and Brahic are cov-
ering the right and center woo in
the garden.
Ilan, binstlell for the second sack
and, brought home Wetzel and Coop-
ed in the first innings
There•e a r,-'or ado,. that Wiley
•Piatt. the star Indian pitcher. of last
season, will he here next week to
help poll the horn.- team- ont of the
hole. Too gond et be trite
The feature of the game was the
...lever work of Thus:sire- (Happy jack)
Wilkerson, with a vn:ce like the roar
of a lion: thi* feature is well worth
thr ear:Use:on fee you pay.
Asher is titt real thing behind the
hat catches iftestestf game of ball and
has the iron arm in throwing to yes-
sand. •
In the ninth Arittoon bad a man oi
third and second, with two outs. up
came a eticker that seht the ball to
right field' to only find little Dick
Baltic there to nab it which caved
the game for the Indians.
•1111,11•.
Vincennes, 5; Danville, a.
Vincennes. TM • Aug. 1.—Alice per-
mitted only two of the Danville men
to cross Some plate in today's game.
RITE.
Missal e  2 5 2
I'Vneennee   5tte
Batteries—liolycroes and Ott; Far
roll sad Malt-twin.
Home Runs by Matteson and Bar
bourof iVneennes.
Cairo. 19; Jacksonville, 6.
'Cairo Ill.. Aeo. 3-Cairo bad n
walkover in today's game: .
-RITE
Jackennville  6 12 8
Cairo  12 13 4
Batteries—Allen. Akers and Belt:
Patrick, Hatch and (Messer.
The Register, to per week.
a
Bought Saw Mill.
Mr. A. TO Sowell of the veneer and
hontier company of Mrchaniceburg
has purchased a 'hip saw mill near
Mlemphie. Tenn.. and s arranging to
divide histime between his interests
here and the new acquisition. and he
will not (ever his connection alto-
gether with the veneer concern.
Probably M.
The lease of the Western Union
telegraph office expires in a few
months upon the h•Arling it now oc-
clinic. on Broadway. near Second
street, and Manager Elmore states
that he expects they will move, as he
wants a location up about Fourth or
Fifth and. Broadway. which is more
centrally located. Th,c,koilil.intr now
occupied is becoming too -small for
the growing business of the company,
and more room bechneet necessary.
Pittsburg's Upper Crust
(Continued from Page One)
Cardinal Gibbons, and 'aid that, al-
thoegh he home was in Pittsburg. he
must pronounce the so-called upper
society of that city "morally rotten."
"This debauchery aand immorality
exists almost entirely." he continued
"among the millionaires—men wile,
have come up from almost nothing.
although they arc casting a blights
upon the name of the city. Just as
soon as they gain their wealth they
go to New York, London and Paris
to spente -t in pleasure and debauch-
ery. Pittsburg is too busy for them.-
too commercial."
Head of Staatz-Zeitung Is Deed in
New York.
New York, Aug. T.—Edward Uhl
president of the New York Staats-
Zeitting corporator'. tied Aug. r at his
home here after a long illness. He
was born in New York'in 1843.
He was for a time American con-
sul to Guatemala ,in the adminetra-




Will be keenly appreciate.1
after a trial by peoole Who suf-
fer from headaciles--severe o;
mild, occasional or chronio
They never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF.






MI's. Charles. Jetton of Murray will
return home today, having recovered
from her attack of malarial fever. She
I was confined in- a private ward at
Riverside hiospital for several weeks
but a few days ago was removed to
the home of her relative, Mir. Roibert




Mr. Ben Tilley is reszing well at
Riverside 'Hospital, and the doctors
think he will recover. His advanced
age is against him' he being 65 years
old. His leg had to be taken off as
a result of the crushed bone, caused
by falling from the plasterers' scaf-
fold at Ben Weille's home. on Eighth
and Jefferson.
Caught Under Horse.
Blacksmith Riley 'Pitman is con-
fined at his- home on the South sSide
with severe bruises to his side.
caused by the horse be was riding
slipping at Fourth and Jefferon
streets and falling, catching the rider
underneath. -No bones were broken.
In lured by Tree.
Grocer Will Blocks of the South
Side is suffering from . a painfully
crushed foot that was caught by a
tree -he chopped, down yesterday in
his residence yard. Two toes may
have to he amputated.
Regaining Her Health.
Word from WiFcontOn is that Mrs.
Hughes continues slowly re-
covering her health at the resort
where she is stopping. It will be
some weeks yet before she returns
home.
The best way to win men to God
is to be a man
Having Jolly
Good Outing
CHIEF COLLINS AND PARTY
ENJOYING THEMSELVES
AT CAMP.
Treated Lieutenant Potter to Sere
nade Over the Long-Distance
Telephone Last Night.
Last evening about 8:30 o'clock
Lieutenant Thomas Potter of the po-
lice force bad his telephone bell to
ring, and, picking up the receiver, be-
fore he could ask who it was he hearth
singing at the other end of the line,
the song being-. "'Meath the Shade of
theOld Apple Tree." When the piece
was finished the lieutenant was then
surprised to be told that the choris-
ters at the other end of the line were WITH CRUSHED — STRAW-Chief James Collins. City Jailer Thos: BERRY, PEACH. PINEAPPLE orEvitte, City Clerk Henry Bailey, Mr CHERRY„ IS BETTER.Frank Bennett and Mnsters David
and Henry Yeiser. who are up at
Echo Spring a Livingston county, en-
joying their big picnic and camp out-
ing. They have a telephone run out
from Smith land to the camp, and





,will cure that awful pain?
Has cured others, will cure you.
Call on us, or phone 237,




Seventh and Jackson St. Phone 237
----- —
reported they were haying the time
of their life.
During the song Chief Collins sang
toss, Jauer Evitte artb, :Cterla 1 ai ey
basso proftmdce while Mr. Bennett
and the Yeiser boys' voices could, be
heard pitched' at high tenor. After
giving several of their selections the
camper; rung off, saying there were
so many lady friends out to their
camp they had no time for anything
excgot to entertain them. Lieuten-
ant'Potter says the crowd is having
too high a time to suit him, and, he
proposes telling all their wives today
in order that they might be brought.






Our showing of Summer
Jewelry and Novelties is
More cotensive this seasen
than ever. Your will be de-
lig.lated with our display of
Belt-pins and buckles, Hair
Ornaments, in combs and
Barrettes, Silver Card Cases
and Purses. We are

















Save on your grocery bill. Buy here, make
home happy. CHOICE TEAS and COFFEES.
Recent large purchases enas)le ts to quote these
extremely low Prices. Special for Saturday only
24 pounds of the finest Granulated
Sugar $1.32
For fancy fresh roasted Santos
Coffeee. 20C grade lb. 16 2-3e
For fancy Teas, new black or
green, 8oc grade lb. sse
Tees, extra fancy, garden grown
all varities, 9oc grade. 65c
For one 16 ounce bottle of Queen
Olives, 190
For one 24 ounce bottle of our
famous Queen Olives, 3Res
For 15 bars of good Laundry
Soap    250
For 25 lbs. Ice Cream Salt 20e
For cne 2.3 lb. sack Minnesota's
beet Patent Flour . 65e4s
For Mocha and Java Coffee or
Penherry, 331Ac grade, 24e
For 3 11)3. special Java and Mocha
or M xwell House Blend and H
& K. Coffeee ---------5100
For A . lbs. crisp Soda Crackers
fresh from the oven. • •25e
For one of our best Cotton Mops
Only one to a customer, • .240
0. K. new Potatoes, large ripe
stock, cook mealy 206
For 1 cans Domestic Sardnes in
oil.  3%6
Great Southern Tea and Coffee Co.,





Old Bicycle iv on
New One Seco:
WILLIAMS BICYCLIC°
Next to Kentucky Theatre on North Fifth street they can s ave yot.
money, and take your old wheel in exchange. WE WANT AN UN-
LIMITED NUMBER OF SECOND HAND BICYCLES.
Remember this is the cheapest h ouse in town on Bicyles and every-
thing for bicycles. J'arts furnished for any make of wheel. Expel',
machinists in our rep.tir shop. All work- -guaranteed.
--•
•
The Modern Window Decoration
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO'
THE FINEST ART GLASS MADE.
IT CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE LIGHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AGREEABLE HUES
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.




Office; 306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
Don Gilberto
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH.
As we are in the midst of hot
tare at the present time, and these
at present. Come one come all
Et., produced by the only talking
of the world. The Victor and th e Zonophonc talking machines
from $10 to Sloe put within the reach of the poor as well as the
wealthy. Remember that these machines are the
weatner and sleeping im a tor.
beautiful moonlights we have
and hear his muse at 6o5 S. 4th.
machine, not only of U. S. but
Leading Machine of the World
Remember my records for sale are 8in. 35c, zo in. Goc. ma in.
$1.00.
We have high class operatic records troin $1.0o, Soo°, 4.00,
$4.00, $5.00. All the latest leading opera singers. from Addalena
Patti, Mracella Sasembrich, Carauso and Sow ite and aixorr and
a great many other celebrated artists of this kind.. I will play any
piece before purchasing it, so you can see that it is perfect We
don't sell second hand machines or records.. Every machine is
guaranteed and every record is perfect and new. We don't give
discounts rror CUTS in PRICES. We carry a full stock of
needels and we will repair your broken machines at liberal prices.
We will take pleasure in explaining the mechanizm of your Zono.
phone.. I have 500 new and latest music frcri raetime to the
most celebrated operas, and from the greateel bands ho:b Am-
erica and Europe and Orchestria piece!. My csoicerts will be
from 7 p. m. to TO p. m.. No pieces played twice and we play
from 75 to too pieces every night. Remember that you can buy
the Victor machine, it is no trouble but a pleaeore. We will take
pleascure in showing you about either the Victor or Zonophone
machines, also care of records.
I remain your talking mach ns holm
DON GILBERTO,
THE TALKING MACHINE M AN OF Paducah end dent you





FIRST GAME CALLED AT 2:30
AUGUST 2, 3, 4 AND 5
GENERAL ADMISSION 25c
GRAND STAND 35 CENTS. BOX SEATS 6o CENITS. TICKETS OK
s SALE SMI TH & NAGEL'S,
'FOURTH & BROADWAY.
Game called at 3:30 promptly.
, LEAGUE PARK.
1..2.ars • Nm.SL,111 s
.s.• .1
Proved Healthfulness





TROUBLE WILL ARISE ON
AUGUST 8.
They Are Anonymous Documents,
But There Is Nothing to It.
Stands Will bliot Be Charged
City License.
It seems that some people op-
qicisea to the negroes spending the
Eth in Paducah have been sending
cards out all over this section of the trouble. 
country warning
coming to Paducah next Wednes-
Lelinand calledl on Mayor Yeise
r to
get instruations regarding compe
lling
the colored people keeping little 
eat-
ing ittaands on the 8th pay a c
ity
licensee, Each year when the tho
u-
sands of darke;s come here nume
rous
ones of this race residing in thi
s city
open up little staads wher
e they
sell sandwiches, meats, coffee
 and
eatables for coonvenience of th
e vis-
itors and profit to the operators.
 The
inspector %yawed to know o
f the
mayor if he should compel a
ll these
stand propriettas to pay the 
regular
licensa and received the rep
ly that,
although the wayor would n
ot urge
anyone violating any law, 
still he
would not con.ael the 
inspector ta
enforce this one in this 
instance, be-
cause the thousands of 
darkys have
to have something to 
eat and drink
while here, and if they 
cannot get it
at colored stands they
 may try to
get their hunger appea
sed at the
white paaces, and this 
might start
-day to celebrate on the ground that 
The Price of --- in 
New York.
such bad fee ing exists between the
whites and blacks that trouble is sure a
to break out. It is probable that
some unscrupulous person took ad-
-vantage of the Mayfield hanging
,proposition to try and scare the dar-
ky.s away from this section.
General Agent John T. Donovan
• of the Illinois Central Railroad yes-
-teerday received a long-distance tele-
phone message front Mr. F. R.
"V/heeler, the division passenger
agent for the road at Nashville
'Tenn., stating that the mayor of
Nashville had received a posta card
signed "by the committee," warning
'the mayor against letting negroes
come out of that Tennessee city on
the excursion trains for Paducah be-
-cause of the bitter feeling existing
here against the colored people. Mr.
' Wheeler wanted to know if there
was anything in the report, and
'General Agent Donovan informed
him there was most positively noth-
ing reliable in the anonymous card,
and, that negroes could come here
in all safety, provided they behaared
themse'ves like they have for the past
several years, when not even an ar-
-rest was made by the poice, they 
be-
ing so orderly, despite the fact thou-
-sands of outsiders were on the
-streets. Mr. Wheeler said the car
d
• came from Paducah. but it is 
not
'known who is sending them out.
Yesterday License Inspector Geo.
New York c!....iticd a litt
le more
than a year ago that on
e dollar a
thousand was an excessive 
price to
pay for gas. A committee 
of the
legislature made so c )mplete 
and ef-
ficient an investigation that a 
similar
  t tee was welcomed to 
investi-
gate the insurance compan
ies a few
months later, and it was 
determined
by the committee that the gas 
trust
ought not to be allowed to 
charge
'more ban 75 cents. Last wi
nter the
legislature enacted a law limiting 
the
price to 8o cents a thousand.
But that, it has since developed, was
but a skirmish in the real 
struggle
will.oh is now in progress. The 
trust
maintained that to compel it to 
sell
gas at less than one dollar a thou-
Gans, was nothing short of confisca-
tion, and obtained an order in the
United States -courts. the effect of
which has been to compel payment or
the old rate pending a final decision.
It has been 'held by the State court
on the contrary, that a consumer
may enforce his right to be fur-
ni9hed with gas at the new statute
rate of 8o cents, provided he has the
money to appeal to the courts.—
American Magazine.
Weeks—What is good for a mos-
quito bite?
Slick—Most any sort of human
flesh, I believe is considered good—
Judge.
IRESIGNED FROMNAVAL POSITION
MR. CLARENCE LANDRAM DID
THIS, AND WILL PROBA-
BLY LOCATE HERE.
New Regulation Adopted by United
States Army Department Re-
garding Recruits.
Mr. Clarence Landram of Smith-
land, has resigned his position in the
United States navy, and returned to
his old home, but probabilities are
he will locate in Paducah. He was
appointed to Annapolis twelve years
-by—lion. John _K Hendrick, who
svas then congressman from this dis-
trict. From a humble subordinate
posittion in the United States navy,
Mr. Landram arose to the place of
ensign and chief engineer of a mam-
moth war vessel, but not liking the
life, has resigned and returned home.
He is the son of Hon. George Lan-
dram, the prominent attorney and
former county clerk at Smithland.
hew Recruit Regulation .
Notice has been received at the
Paducah army recruiting station by
Sergeant Blake that hereafter the
oath will not be administrated to an
army recruit except by the officers at
Jteffrson barracks, St. Louis; Fort
Slocum, New York; San Francisco,
and Denver, Col. This will save
much confusion and additional e x -
pens e.
The government maintains recruit-
ing offices at all cities the country
over. A sergeant of the regular army
is put in charge, remaining stationed
permanently in whatever city the of-
fice is kept. The sergeants secure and
have examined men desiring to en-
list in the service. He then notifies
the lieutenant or captain who is in
charge of so many cities, and this
officer goes from one cit yto another,
swearing in, by administrating the
service oath, to the recruit who is
then forwarded to some barracks for
assignment to his regiment. After he
gets to the barracks, the post surge-
ons examine him, and if .found unfit
for service ,the red tape of giving
him a discharge then has to be 'gone
through with, and the captain or
lieutenant swearing in the unfit man,
made pay the traveling expenses. By
the new regulation the sergeant pro-
cures the recruit who is examined by
the supervising officer, and forwarded
to a post where he undergoes anoth-
er test, and if found all right, is
sworn in. If unfit he is then re-
turned home at the expense of the
government without having to go
through the routine of being dis-
charged.
SEES SUCCESS FOR HEARST.
Nomination for New York Governor
Sure, Says Democratic Leader.
New Yorks Aug. 3.—The democrat-
ic state committee the other day
voted to hold the 'next state conven-
tion at Buffalo on ept. 25. Before the
meeting of *he state committee Wil-
liam J, Connors a Buffalo said that
the meeting of the Independence
league here yesterdayovettldi not af
feet William 'R. Hearses chances for
the gubernatorial nomination by the
regular state convention.
"We will go ahead and nominate
Hearst anyhow," said Mrs. Cqnnors.
"The whole Buffalo delegation to the
state convention will be instructed for
Hearst. Nothing can prevent Hearses
nomination."
Norman E. Mack of Buffalo, mem-
ber of the democratic national co
m-
mittee from this state, spoke in the
same way.
BOYS OFFER CAT TO
BREAK RAINY SPELL.
Owner of Pet Arrives Just in Time
to Prevent Burning.
N"cw York, Aug. a—Offering up a
cat as a living sacrifice, hoping to
breaaup the spell of rainy weather
which has followed St. Swithin's Day
at Orange, N. J., boys tried to burn
the animal, which belonged to Mrs.
Angelia Adoffa. They were drivel
off when the distracted owner jumped
in among them and rescued her bury
burned pet.
The boys will be prosecuted by the
S. P. C. A.. They had built a fire
of hay and, coaxing the cat, threw
it into the blaze. Once the cat es-
caped and a second time was put
there to stay, when Mrs. Adoffa ap-
peared.
KEEP BOYS AWAYFROM BAD WOMEN
CITY OFFICIAL SAYS ORDI-
NANCE WILL PROBABLY
BE BNACTED.
Thinks Lads Should Be Heavily Fined
and Equal Penalty Meted Out to
Mistresses Admitting Boys.
In speaking of the hell holes always
kept open inviting to the unsophisti
cated youth on West Court street, a
leading cit yofficial yesterday said he
had been talking to Other authorities
and that the probabilities are they
woad shortly bring in an ordinance
nialcing it punishable with a- heavy
line for any boy under 11 years of
age 'o visit a bawdy house, and also
make it punishable with a fine for any
proprietress to permit a youth to en-
ter, her den of iniquty to be de-
bauched by the dissolute women who
lure the youth into their meshes and
Start them to ruination.
This official said he had been mak-
ing inquires and foun4 that the police
permitted boys as young as 15 years
of age to visit the dives nightly and
there spend severisl hours drinking
with the women, dancing upon the
hardwood floors aid indulging in a
general carousal.
SCHOOL OPENING.
Many of Those in Rural Districts
Start Fall Term Tomorrow.
Superintendent Samuel Billington
of the county public schools yester-
day announced that arrangements
had been perfected for a number of
the rural district buildings to open
next Monday. and start off the fall
and winter session of study, which
lasts for six months. After the com-
ing week the different schools of the
county open at various dates, running
to September, when about all of them
will have started up again.
No man is called to the glory of
dragon slaying until he has learned
to do the little kindly deeds.—Chicago
Tribune.
of Good Beer
Purity means an absence of foreign matter
—nothing else.
Cleanliness is a well known brewing
ESSENTIAL. It is a matter of self-preserva-
tion with ALL brewers.
Purity and cleanliness alone do not assure
Good Beer nor Healthful Beer.
Healthfulness depends solely upon
QUALITY,  and quality depends solely upon the
ingred:ents used and upon the method of brewing.
Beer may be brewed from almost any cereal.
Many brewers use Corn as a substitute for
Barley-Malt, because Corn costs less.
But the element of QUALITY, the essential
of Healthfulness, must be lacking in such Beer.
Choice Barley, Selected Hops and extra
quality Yeast are the prime essentials of Good
and Healthful Beer.
This is a well known scientific fact.
We use the choicest Barley and Saar
Hops in brewing our Beers, adding a small
quantity of Rice in pale beer.
These Saazer Hops, from a small province
in Bohemia, have been found by Scientists to
contain a superior quality of that wonderful
health-giving substance —Lupulin.
Lupulin is creating a stir in the scientific
and medical world because of its marvelous
results in the treatment of nervous and digestive
disorders.
We import a greater quantity of these
expensive Saazer Hops than all other brewers
combined.
Our storing capacity — 600,000 barrels,
more than double that of any other Brewery
in the United States —makes it possible for us to
store (lager) our Beer from four to five months,
the time necessary to thoroughly age it.
This perfect maturing brings out, to the
utmost, the health-giving qualitisa, of the choice
ingredients used.
These are the facts relative to what con-
stitutes good beer. •
They are worthV the attention of every -
person who demands the best when eating
or drinking.
Anheuser-Busch Brewing Ass'n
St. Louis U. S. A.
Largest Brewers in the World
air
J. H. STEFFEN, Manager,
Anheuser-Busch Branch,
Paducah.
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Will practice ill all courts of Kea.
lucky.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Re
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.




Room No. 5, Paducah,
Columbia Bldg. Kentucky.
OLIVER. OLIVER & lit'GREO
LAWYER.S
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear buil
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky
Room Ite Fraternity Building.
New 'Phone 114- Old 'Phone 484.





Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
Roams t, 1 and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 1-3 Broadway.
H.T.Rivers,M. D.
OFFICE 1 20 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPH'ONES:
Residence 296 Office ass
 I
DR. R. F. HEARNE
BROOKIIILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
tao NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours 8to to a. m., I to 3







SYS, EAR. NOSE /I ND
THROAT






Office over Globe Bank and True.
Co., 306 Broadway.
C. MANNIII8 SEARS, M. 0.
Office 1707 Meyer: St.
Telephone 377,
D.R. W. C. UBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office 3o6 Broadway—Phone 120










Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and CaLandars
Framed right up to date in five ear.




Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, I211
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.
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Eighteen Eggs Fried Were Only an
Appetizer and Far from the
Esoord—Great Destroy-
ers of Food.
The men who do the hard work sad
breathe the bracing air of down east
% 4 have never been meted for delicacy or
whimsicality of appetite; but some roe
Cent exhibitions; of food destruotioa
have excited the wonder of the natives
aid the admiration of visitors, says a
Bitegor (h10.) report.
Mg other night a tall, gaunt man
wandered  into Bangor luncla roOla.
sad atter scanning the bill of fare for
OM* minutes, hesitatingly asked for
sense fried eggs. He ate what was
set before him, and liked it so wee
that he ordered more, then more and
more, and so ou unUi he had consented
Mx orders.
As they serve fried eggs in that
Van& room the six orders comprised
II fried eggs, 12 slices of bread and
I Mx cups of coffee. When he had fin-
ished, the toll man, who was from
Prince Edward Island, carelessly re-
marked that he WOO not feeling very
Well that night, and as he didn't fancy
the boarding house grub he had come
ever to town to get something light tc
tempt his appetite.
The captain of a coasting schooner
hi the port of Bangor told his cook to
buy a roast of beet, some beefsteak and
some sliced ham, together with a cab-
bage and other vegetables and foul
dosen eggs. The cook did as he was
ordered and served the roast beef fo.
• dinner.
The captain ate until the platter was
as bare as Mr. and Mrs. Jack Spratt
could have made it, and then looked
Up expectantly and asked:
"Where's all the rest o' that truck?"
) "What truck?" asked the bewildered
cook.
• "Steak an' other stuff," replied the
captain.
"Why, I supposed you wanted those
thing for supper, or—"
"Supper Le hanged!" roared the skip-
per. "Get something else for supper,
When you buy grub for dinner cook
It, an' don't be tryin' to starve me to
death. I'm no vegetarrier!"
Down in Calais they tell of a man
wl.o got up comp.,' the other morn-
ing and hunted around for something
to eat. He boiled and ate 27 eggs, and
e finding that they were good fresh eggs
fried and ate 19 more, winding up with
• a quart of mixed pickles and seven
• biscuits.
The smallest sailor man who ever
sailed out of Bangor, Little Johnny
Mills, was famed for his underdeck
capacity. One day on board the
schooner Ruth porting be ate his own
dinner and also the share of two othera •
members of the crew wno had gone
ashore and failed to come back. Then
as tie sat on tbe rail smoking his pipe,
Johnny astonished the cook by saying:
"It's poor grub and little of it ye
hare aboard o' this one. It's close
steerin' a man has to get a bit an' a
"Why, Johnny, what more would
Ton have on top o' that big Wiled din-
nor?" asked the cook.
Ok, well," replied Johnny, as he
rolled his eyes aloft. "Oh, well, I'm
thinkite I could get assay right now
with a good hunk o' mutton an' a few
pestles, an' • plate 0' podia' an' a bit
o' a loaf o' rye bread an'—an' half a
gallon o'
Long-Range Electricity.
Prom the Victoria falls to Wit waters
rand. a distance of 700 miles, engineers
propose to carry electrical power to
mine South African gold. The.y are con-
vinced the plan will be commercially
Successful, especially as the dry climate
Is most favorable, while there is no Ice
in the rivers to interfere watt the work-
ing of the turbines and no snow to break
down the transmission !Inert. It is esti-
mated that in the ericet season 500,000
horse weer could le developed. Tbe
avallal le hese c: eeter Is ahoy. 330
feet, but a head of 1 KO fete er eld ob-
tained by engineering work,' of a cow-
peratively light tete.. Thle would pro-
duce ‘atout 1 OM eie Nov brele power.
At 'resent e1evOree00 Is spent annually
On the Rand for mem-
COLORADO DEPUTY'S SHOT
Illizerifra Aid Who Gould Do Wonder-
ful librings with His
Ibevolver.
While Depot, Blaeriff William lama-
aldson was In die once "bad" tows at
Caffeoville, Kea.. Ito got some of dm
Daltoa spirit in his veins aid lierbeested
to the stories at how hoar of the Dah
tams mat deals at Ihe babas at ow
man etafloaett A a ogutedlig
through a knot * Demme
Times They IP' Islam
stories of what c ,Elis Nal
tons were and • 5%




When the Renew ltiajeity wee on the
train some stranger entered into a cone
venation about what crack shooters
there were In Kansas about the time
the Daltons blew into Coffeyville and
secured several attougand dollars from
a bank.
Ronaldson said: "Yee, there war,
some good marksmen there, but it Is
easy to bit • man with a Winchester
In Colorado we use • Colt almost ete
elusively. Of course, we have no oracle
marksmen, but I believe I might pied
off • prairie dog there while the trale
Is moving."
The stranger flashed a fivespot in
Deputy Ronaldson's face and It Mho
covered. Ronaldson snapped out We
IS-caliber Colt and without much do
liberation, and while the train was 15
rapid motion, sent one Karam prat
rie deg to the eteraal sleep.
Deputy Sheriff William Rosaldees
of Denver, was dye dollars to the goat
and friends on the ahertit's fore* sap
they would tithe a hundred similas
beta that Ronaldson could do the same
alas times out of tea.
TALE OF A TAILLESS CAT.
reline Had the Instinct of Caudal
Preservation Without the
Appendage.
"It Is well known that Mani eats
have no tails," says a writer In the
&steatite American, "only elide
stumps, and that the oCspring of seta
In other parts of the world, in the
first generation at least, are In the
same abnormal condition. While Ilse
tog In Scotland 30 years ago we had a
Manz kitten given to us, which, al-
though born there, was tailless. Thai
door of our breakfast room was spria.
shutting, like most of the screw) dome
La this country, but opening only Sea-
weed the tweets. Before the kitten was
tultgroarn he bad learned to lot hi,.
Milf is by puelaing from the outside,
but never learned: although vs atlas
tried to teach him, to pull it open from
the Ins Ida
"It was not, however, the °yenta.
of the door from the outside to whisk
I Isiah to call atteation—any cat could
have easily learned to do that, but the
fact that invariably, after he had se
poshed it and got his body partiallo
in, he made a rapid turd or whirl to
prevent the tail that was not thews
(but heredity impressed on him the
fact that it (eight to ear, been) from
being caught between the closing doer
and its frame.
"This he did dozens of times every
day eo bag as we had hide, cad wCe
always•willing to show of before our
aeliebbors, as be never seemed to roe
agates the fact that he had not a LW
like his neighbors."
CORAL-REEF FINANCE.
Term Applied to the Petigrat, Omani
Growth of Rothschild's
I/fortune.
"la Ike first place." it should be re-
membered that the libothsolaid fortese
Li not industrial," says Vanoe Thomp-
son, who writes of "The Rothachilds of
France," in Everybody's. "it has ab-
sorbed Many industries and many rail-
ways—like the liens du Nord—but al-
ways by political and financial coups.
And it is the least frenzied of Buenos.
By reason of its slow, Cold, patient ac-
cumulation one might call it (sines
phrases are the mode) coral-reef
flew:ice, so solidly has it been built up to
the dusk and silence of the under:sore]
of polities.
"And the fortune of the French house
to-day exceeds ten milliards That
means $2,000,000,fa0. Imagination bog-
gles at so huge a sum—it seems
merely an endlcsa caravan of ciphers
this 10,000,000,060 of French money.
They own or control all the pieeloua
metals, the prime materials, mines,
credit, the Bank of France. all the
means of transpor, both railways and
-eaterways—so far as the canal system
eoes—next to the city, which owns all
public buildings, they are the greatest
owners of lands rnd houses in Paris—
round the Arc de Triomphe, the Chem ps-
Elysees, the Bois de Boulogne, the Pare
Monceau, and, notably, the Care du
Nord, entire streets belong to the
Rothschild.; their eleateaux dot the
provinces; in land 11 no they possess
400.000 acres."
waking India Paper.
The process by which India paper Is
made Is a secret known to but three4 
living persons. Whrn one dies another
• 
Wanted It at Once, is let into the mystery. In this way"I dieown you," cried the angry p• ' it has been ereserved ever since it e%emit; el shall cut you off with a still avensed ev an oil'. In the Free 'Ake
• ,
Cbstree for the Church.
roselonery in southwestern Oregon,
anologizing for the infrequency of his
letters, explains: 'My day have been
e,Nent In the saddle, and at night I am
either too tired to write or else I have
no place or opportunity to write at all
Lae Thursday I mede 55 miles on horses-
hit-10 over a rough trail. Solid virgin
forests for 40 miles and not a dwelline
place to stop. I am now on the northern
end of Lake Klamath, Klamath county,
the most southern country in Oregon. It
Is a lumber and logging country. The
ehurch Is unknown here. Cod is not
thought of and Sunday is like othet
days. The church has a great open doom
In these regions."
tine!"
"Yes, sir." replied the erring 801,
meekly, "and might I have that shilline
DOW?"—Life.
Accommodating.
"Very sorry—all my daughters are al-
ready engaged."
"Ale well, never mind; I'll call againnext titne there's a vacanee."—Sphers.
Rata-'r a Different Thing.
"Now. ein Green, where are you go-
g! Are you training lor a race?"
' No!" allotted Mr. Green In return. I
leeleg tor a trainj"--Pecire
lec,et.t.t LI the . ,,t •
We find intellect sureiug Out ett.•
much in literature as in the domain of
science, which baa brought forth dila
tug the last few years many strange
and wonderful discoveries. If we have
not hail the poems of a Keats or a
eSholley, we have had • wireless tele-
graph, radius X-raye.antl a number of
Mildred dIsearerles.--Anlidon Acad.
Not Benefited in Thautjtspect by Ls Done in Private and Not Paraded
the Japan-R Before the Eyes of the
War. Public.
After the war is over finds
herself In status quo as I rail-
roads go. The war is ored a with
tittle luffuenoe in producing the prac-
tical deadlock in railway oonstrucUon
now obtaistog in the celestial estiodre.
Arn miegnete railroad system would be
a wonder worker, so great are his pos-
sibilities, but while the Chinese ap-
preoiate the need of some railroading
to supplement the work of the ma-
aim and coolies, they have no real's:t-
rio-a of the development of a country
by railroads. The amount of goods
transported by coolies and in northern
China by carts is almost beyond be-
lief. In the interior of the greater por-
Oon of the country coolies and canals
carry all the freight. What this means
can be undeestood fillrW when it is
known that there is practically no
railroad service at all in the more
popaloes and richest parts of an *m-
etro of 400,000,000 people or MOTO
Most of the road. are scarcely worthy
the Lame. In the northern provinces
the traffic in carts of • rough sort
dominates the entire movement of
goods to the seaboard. When water-
ways are frozen a great part of the
year this is of poi:Amity the ease. It
is In such regions that the first hold
of the railroads has come. When the
empire is served at all it is served by
waterways Along the Chinese coma
there is a series of amicable rivers
coming down from the interior, a
series which has few equals the world
over. From the Yalu and P.1-ho at
the north to West river, passing
through Canton In the south, these
rivertroomem to be formed to reach in-
land from the coast, connecting nol
only the coast cities with the interior
cities, but the interior cities with each
other by way of the coast as well.
About midway between the north and
south the great Yangtze retches far
Into the interior, navigable almost to
the western border of the empire, and
hy its tributaries offering still further
connections with Interior points.
These streams are supplemented by
canals, large and small, until the whole
Yangtze and Yellow river plains are a
vast network of waterways designed
originally largely for Irrigation and
now used also for trimaportation.
IN THE LEfirVES OF PLANTS
Beauty and Fragrance of Infinite Va-
riety in the Myriad
Forms.
The wonderful variety in the shape
of leaves is amocg the a sources
of beauty in the world •A0t11, says
the London Spectator They vary
from the "simple" egg-soaped leaf of
the laurel or the India rubber plant
to the Intricate and exquisite "cut-
ting" seen in those cf the maiden-hair
fern, the yellow briar-roat, the amen
thus, or the fig. The "cutting" in tee
different species of parsley is among
the most elaborate of all; but it would
be ulfilcult indeed to attempt to say
which is the most beautiful in fortn
The wild geraniums are RA elaborated
as 'he parsley.. In some foreign
plants the leaf has the brilliant hue
commonly enjoyed only by flowers. the
poineettlas showing this In perfection
with their pure vermilion leaves at the
top of the stem. In wbat are known
to gardeners as "foliage plants," main-
ty from the tropical and subtropical
regions, • scheme of color is given as a
rule, by the contrast In tint of the
ribs and veins of the leaves with the
tissues ailing in the network se formed.
Milky white, bright yellow, crimson
or red usually marks the framework ot
the leaf, while the "tilling" is dark
green. In other plants this scheme of
ornament 14 reversed.
Scents and perfumes, not less deli-
cious than those distilled from flow
erg and blossoms, are often gtven ott
by lessees. There are those who pro
fess to detect a purer and more deli-
cate odor in these lest-scents than in
the perfume of flowers; and thouge
this Is a matter ef personal taste anti
sensation, there Is some reason te
agree with 'Me eefleernent tht
sense of smell. The odor of the lemot
plant, or of the leaves of musk, and.
above all, the perfume of the sweet
briar leaves, a-. ernong the moo
"clean" and refreshing in all the cate-
gory of sweet scents.
Couldn't rind It.
Tee neighbors having dropped in In-
formally upon the Suthrores during the
evening, Mrs. Suthron suggests that i:
her husband will gather sotee mint icon
the mint bed in the garden, she will ma
for them a genuine Kentucky julep. Mr
Situ:iron, who has indulged in a matte:
of seven or elght genuine Keertala
juleps prior to the arrival of the euests
goes willingly in search of the desire
garnishment for the drink. ltt. re
mains in the garden quite awhile, an'
finally the others go out to aseertaie
whet causes the delay.
"Why don't you bring the mint in
deer?" his wife calls.
From tercet-here in the darhnest
comes the testy response:
"Jere, I've eats, re tette twies
ermine thls but. I ye thawed get-mewl-
leaves grans. catnip. tulips, onioes. sage
and burdock, but blamed if I can end a
sprig of mint anywherer—PIttshure
Dispatch.
Fors!
Here is a little golf story from the
time of King James I. PrInee Henry
was about to drive off from the tee
and asked his tutor to stand out of the
way. The tutor did not hear, and an
attendant caller] oet• lieware that
you hit not Molter Newton." Prince
Henry drew back his hand, but ea-served ragretfully: "Had I done an Ihad but paid my debts." _
In Japan people who have suffered
a bereavement not only do not put on
mouraiag, but atter tha *ow has
fallen they make their next appear
once with a smile urion their faces,
as if nothing had happened. Accord'
lag to Lafeadio Hearn, this Is not
In the esswilest sense an evidence of
Indifference. The Japauese, he de-
plane. stiffer as keenly from a be-
reavement as any ether people. The
purpose of the practice is wholly to
mire the feeltngs of other people
To betray feelings of sorrow is to a-
filet these &beet us. The mien or
garb of grief allies, therefore "It Is
impirseible for a courteous person to
wear it. So reason the lapeaess. In
order that no thought of pain shall
pass from the sufferer to his neighbor,
the sufferer wears the aspect of oom
tentment. even though hls heart is
breaking.
Our own practice is quite the re-
sorsa ft considers the sufferer, not
him friends. In order that not only
may all know that he is in sorrow,
but that seam drop of that sorrow
may peas from trim to those about him,
the bereaved person weans black. The
direct purpose of wearing mourning
is not, we may be imenred, to make
an ostentatioa of grief, as seine op
ponents of the practice have thought,
lenity assumed. It is rather to spare
the bereaved from tb• chance re
merles of those who are igoorant of
his affliction. It is worn that they
may know, and avoid questions or
lalrouiering observations that may
wound him. But even in this worthier
snit we believe, truer view of the
purpose of mourning emblems the
person whose comfort Is considered Is
the sufferer. The many ape called
upon to share in his woe to some ex-
tent. The emblem Is the token of their
compassion, not the embozzletnent of
hi-s grief.
THE PANAMA SITUATION.
Freedom from Ordinary Limitations
of Sae American Gov-
ernment
For the third, and, let vs hope, for the
butt time, a study of thirPanama situa-
tion has begun. The conditions con-
frosting the Called States government
differ radically, however, from those
which confronted the French companies,
or that would confront any private com-
pany that can be organized. Foe the
outlay made by the American govern-
ment actual property or a full egaivaleat
In work has been obtained, and no un-
necessary capital of wasted money
weighs down the enterprise. By the mis-
sion to the American government by the
new Republic of Panama of a strip of
territory tan miles wide from ocean to
ocean. in perpetuity, all question of a
concession life is permanently removed;
and, finally, inasmtch as the American
government will not have to consider a
canal from the point of view of returning
a large profit on ten investment, and as
can obtain the 13ecessary funds at an
!Merest charge certainly one half of
what would have to be patd by a private
organization. It Is (Melons that plans can
be considered that will involve a much
larger capital investment, and that will
require more time for completion. Is
short, the American government is free
from ordinary limitations Therefore
the question before the government and
its advisers is: What is the best type
of canal to construct, and how should it
be constructed?
HAD NO PREJUDICE.
Taleernan Shows Vary Clearly His
Lack of Feeling Against
Indians.
In a northern California town a sua
posed murder has been committed, tee
lates Lippincott's Magazine.
The het breed wife of an Inman
had died, as the husband said, from
natural causes, and was buried with-
out the usual formalities being first
complied with. After a lapse of two
weeks the body wee disinterred by the
authorities, at the instance of a par-
ticular enemy of the . accused, and
marks of violence, as the informer
stated, were belie upon the de-
ceased.
The prosecuting attorney wee exam-
ining the talesman to aseertan if any
of them were prejudiced against !V-
an ‘.
Talestnanerayloe vim upon the stand
ineergaing a rather stiff cross-exam-
suaeon.
"Did an Indian do you or your 'am-
Ile au Larra at any time?" asked the
one-center.
"No" . • :el Taylor.
"Ind pm or any et your a, -illy ever
Mee deienes r t.ouble wea an In
elan7"
No" repilei Taylor. "ee 'pt that
my e ;feat mother was kill by an
In! inn.'
Good Advice.
V.,o" trete -So you went to get a
Aoro e'en [atm yo' wife: ;Otters
brs notter with her?
Ales leent—el.e behaves mew heetai•
ly toward Me. She truat3 me like a
dog and works me like a horse.
"I'm afraid, my rice man. I can de
nothing for you. You'd. better 90 to
the Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Anirnale."—Juelnd
Not Pretty Then.
"Hateful thing, she he:" 'Mimeo
Miss Pretty, angrily. "Ian glee I'm
not as mean as she Is. I'm as much
above her. as—"
"Tut! tut!" interrupted her fiance,
"remember that reeebild mouth of
yours cesoes to be is rosebud when it
been' to blow.e—Pbiladelphla Ledger.
GOOl MORNING
Did you swallow your shase Of dust last night? I have a full line
Garden Hose, Nozzles, Sprinkling Sled*.
etc., various grades and various im-Les.
Help your neighber keep down tile dust.
Ed D.Hannan





$6.00 FOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS
Abram L Weil & Co.,
Campbell Building. Both Phones 369f
The Regibter, delivered, 10c per week
iLLiNOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLECORRECTED MAY 30111, 1906,
SOUTH BOUND No. tot No. 103 NO. 121Leave Cincinnati . 8:20 a.m.
. .m 
6:en p.m. .Lettere Louisville  12:01 p 9:40 lem- 7:30 anter.eave Owensboro 6:3o p.m. 9:oo 1.111.,Leave Horse Branch  2:28 p.m. 13:08 a.m. 1 1 :05 a.m..Leave Central City  3:30 lem- ':03 a.m, le:3o p.m.Leave Nortonville  4:08 p.m. 1:40 sm. m.1:28 p.Leave Evansville .....  12:50 p.m. 4:40 p.m. 8:30 a.m..Leave Nashville  7:00 
 
m. 8 as.Leave Hopkinsville  9:43 p.m. 10 M.
11:105 *n 
Leave Pfnceton  ▪ 4:55 p.m- 2:35 p.m.Arrive Paducah  6:to p.m.Leave Paduzah 6:15 p.m. 
32....442.70.5 a.:Tim., 4:15 I:ont-
o:2o p.m.Arrive Fulton  7:20 p.m. pm..6:oo . 450 a-neArrive Gbbs, Tenn.  8:06 p in. 
5
Aerate Rives  8:03 p.m. 6:n51 2-1:1i 1.211..Aerive Jackson 
Arrive Memphis  
Arrive New Orleans
7:13 a.m.
'too P.M. 8:20 an'.
10:35 am, 8:ts p.m.
NORTH BOUND No. 102
'leave New Orleans  7:10
Peeve Memphis  0:45 am.Lave Jackson, Term  8:07 a.m.beer* Rives 
Leave Fulton  to:15 a.m.Arrive Paducah  11:20 R.M.Leave Paducah  11:25 1.M.
Arrive Princeton  12:39 p
/Wye idepicirstilie  6:15 p.m.
e liashvirle  9:25 p
Aerive Evansville  3:45 p.m.
Arrive Nortonville  1:28 p.m.
Arrive Central City  2:05 p.m.itrrivy Worse Branch  3:06 p.m.











































NORTH. BOUND No, 306
Leave Paducah  12:40 pen.
Arrive Carbondale  4:25 P.m.Arrive Chicago  6:30 a.m.







































Loves Chicago e  6:2o p.m.
Leave St.Louis  9:40 P.m,Leave Cairo  6roo a.m.
Arrive Paducah  7:45 2.01.Leav? Paducah  7.:50 1.14,















Trains marked (5) run daily except 'Sunday. All other teams rue.daily. Trains 103 and toe carry through sleepers bcoseen Citeeneati,-Memphis and New Orleans; trains lot and 102 SICe pi ,.ten Louis-ville, Memphis and New Orleans. Tiains Sot and 822 tIrtpt-5 between-Paducah and St. Louis. Train Sot cqnneets at East ,.'air e with (27.icageseeleeper. For further information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office. Pad::, tiR. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, 'Union Depot,
W.- HARLOW, D. P. A:, Loiirville, Ky,
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. Q. P. A., MemPhis,
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GUM, BEECH 4.ND OAK FLOORIl:G, END MATCHED FINISH, BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED.. TWIN. BRAND--OUR OWN MAKE.
Both Phones 26. We Are Making Very Low Prices on House Bills. , 438 South.Second.
Quality-Rather
Than Price.
When you are sick, when you se.!
your chances to get well for a few
cents? Certainly not. 'A little dif-
ference in the quality of drugs used
in filling' your prescription's, some-
times malaes a big difference ire the
results expected by the doctors.
We are in the drug business by
choice, and because we liloe it. Did
you ever notice that those who like
their work are usually the best work-
amen? This applies to all lines of bus-
iness or profession. Our policy is to
give the best posable quality at a reas-
onable price, and to give our patrons
just a little more than they expect in
good service and highest quality.






Catakigue for Riverside •t. ;• •
(Continued From Page One.) -• RIVER RIPPLING& 4 4 PERSONAL NOTES, +
•
1 There were only sixthis year.deaihs from surgical cases, and 16
deaths from medical cases a total of
22. Total number of medical cases
WANTS
i treated were 217, whie from all
. sources 343 patients were admitted.
'The percentage of deaths from
i
surgical cases was only 4.6, whRe
WANTED--Bilious people to take ,.. not a nappendicitis or ovariotomy
S011itS. Liver Capsules 25c. R. Vii patient was lost during the entire
WALKER & CO., Fifth and Broad- , year. Of the surgical deathi four
way. were females and the others males.
The hospital has proven one of
FOR RENT—Eight-room resi-!the best paying institutions main-
dsnce in West End. All modern tained by the city, as thousands of
•tonveniences. Apply to L. S. Dal
dollars profit were realized during
Aois. ,
 ' the first year, and the eliiagnittfor
FOR RENT—Three story brick 
'admittance has increased so of re-
that the authorities believe
bidding at to3 South Second, now I cent
ts.cupied by Paducah Distilleries 1 within a few 
years the institution
, will have to be enlarged to accomo--tompany,
1 date the necessities.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY-1 The city pauper 
patients are cared
able-bodied unmarried men between for at the institution, medicai atten-
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of United Ition being administered them by the
State*, of good character an tempe- 'visiting staff" which consists of phy-
'rate habits, who can sperk, read and sicians of Paducah who treat the
write English. For information ap. city sick free of charge, so many on
ply 10 Recruiting Officer, New Rich_ each staff being assigatel•-en duty
aiond House, Paducah, 1Cy.
FOR RENT—Furnished rooms for
rent for roomers or light housekeep-
ing, at 32g South Third.
FOR RENT—One apartment in
Sans Souci apartments, jo8 North
Ninth street. W. E. Cochran.
ductions show!sg 'the operating,
sterilizing room- sards and other
quarters, inclu. the reception
halls, dining ros,..i and endowed
wards.
The front page shows the direc-
tors to be Mayor Yeiser, Oscar B.
Starks, George 0. slcBroom, Dr.
Frank Boyd and Dr. H. P. Sights,
while underneath is a list of the
superintendent and assistants, who
Miss Anna E. Crooks superintend-
ent; Miss Lulu Hargis, head surgi-
cal nurse; Miss Ethel Adams. head
nurse; Miss E V. Strong, secretary.
and Misses Grace Ledbetter, Ruth
Cochran, Elizabeth Karnes, Celesta
Atcheson and Geraldine Pourer,
rinses.
Ii the data column it is shown
that T05 surgical cases have been
Itreated at the institution the first, year ,which comprised the time be-
tween July 21 1905, and July 22 of
FOR SALE—Three to-foot counters
and show cases, and one 3 foot coun-
ter and show case, at J. D. &lacers
jewelry store, 228 Broadway. Cheap.
FOR SALE-1.800 feet of 4 inch
cast iron pipe at 12%2 cents per foot.
Apply C. L. Brunson and company.
FOR RENT—Seven room resi-
dence, No. 42: North Seventh street.
'All modern confvenienees. Apply to
Reuben Rowland, No. 2, Trueheart
building.
WANTED—A man to travel in
eastern and central Kentucky; expen-
ses advanced; Wary weekly. J. E.
MkBradly & Co., Mfg., Chicago.
LOST—On Broadway between
New Richmond House and 16on.
Doable watch chain with Jewish
Shekel and Masonic charm. Please re-





15C OUNCE. 1 OUNCES FOR 25C
Invaluable for freeing the skin
from sallowness and sunburn. It fills
out vrinkles and produces firm, round
surfaces.
This afternoon at 5 o'clock the
steamer Kentucky gets Out for the
Tennessee river. She Comes hack
again next Thursday night.
This morning at R o'clock the Dick
Fowler skips out for Cairo arid, com-
ing back tonight, rays over until R
o'clock Mksnday morning before skip-
ping away on her return.
The Joe Fowler went to Evansville
yesterday and comes back again tCP-
T1TOTTOW.
The John S. Hopkins comes in to-
day from Evansville and, returning
immediately to that city, does not
come back again until Tuesday.
The City of Sattfflo passes ont of
tilso Tennessee river today bound
back towards St. Louis.
The City of Savannah got away
from St. Louis yesterday instead of
waiting until today. She reaches here
late tonight bound for the Tennessee
river.
The Buttorff leaves Nashville to-
day. gets here tomorrow and lays un-
til' 'Monday morning before getting
out on her return to that stream.
+ + •:• •:- + •:• + +
+ LOCAL NEWS IN BRIEF.
A
+ + + + + + ++ ++ ++.
—The revolving cage at the county
jail got out of fix yesterday and it will
take several days to put it insbape.
—Miss- Mary Woodward and Mr.
•WElliam House and Mrs. Myrtle At-
kinson and Mr. R. A. McChord of this
city went to Metropolis and both cou-
ple were married. The brides are sis-
ters, while Mr. House is the lineman
for the Cumberland Telephone Com-
pany and Mr McOhord is the well-
known mechanic.
—The Red Men initiated a big class
of candidates, last evening, all three
degrees being conferred
—,Mr. and Mrs. Warren W-att
have a new girl baby at their home.
for stated periods or about six,
weeks. The staff idea was inaugur- a new boy baby at their home on
—Mr. and Mrs. Polly Gardner have
ated during June. and those serving Washington street.
until the first of this month have —Mr. William Raker has returned
fini.hed their work making it neces- from Mayfield. where he was called
sary for a new staff which is chosen
to visit the sick from the present
date until September 3o. The staff
is divided into departments ,and the
following will treat the respective
cases until the date mentioned
above: Dr. R. E. Hearne and Dr.
/1. P.• Sights, surgery; Dr. Harry F.
Williamson. throat, nose, ear and
eye; Dr. David T .Stuart, genito-uri-
rary; Dr. Carl M. Sears. obstetrics;
Dr. J. S. Troutman and Dr. Vernon
Plythe, medicine.
OURS IS CREAMERY, WHITE
AND PURE.
R. W. W kLICER & CO.,
Incorporated.,
Pifth & Broadway. Both Phones 573
NIGHT BELL AT SIDE DOOR
MARRIED YESTERDAY.
Yesterday morning Miss 41 Lillian
Stewart Finley of this city and Mr.
L. P !Towle of Charisma were
nnit-d in marriage by Judge R.
Ligibtfoot at the latter's residence
They go to Charleston to take
up their home.
Very pretty and popular is the
bride. who has nitany friends in this
city, while the groom is a traveling
representative for a large firm of
Jefferson City, Mo. He is a brother
of Mr. Murray Howie, the deputy
county jailer here.
Alderman Confesses Graft.
Green Bay. Wis . Aug. 3.—ITenry
Porter. the last of the famous ring;
of aldermen which fleeced contrac-
tors desiring jobs in this city for
thousands of dollars several years
ago, appeared in the municipal court,
today and pleaded guilty to District
Attorney S. H. Cady to bribery
charges Porter admitted that be re-
ceived $L000 in all. every cent of it
corning throrsh Alderman George
Schwartz, acting for the consractor..
by the death of his father. Mr. John
Baker, who died at the age of 83
years at the home of his other son,
Mr. John Baker, Jr., at that city. The
remains were buried Thursday at the
Spence Chapel Cemetery.
+ + + ••.• ••.• + + + + + *:* *7—:* *:*
Mrs. Carrie Warren Girardey leaves
the 1st of next mouth for Los An-
geles, Cal., to join her husband and
reside.
Mr. Vernon J. Blow of Louisville
was here yesterday.
Mr. Harry T. Hollingshead arrived
yesterday from Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. John Atkins returned
yesterday morning from Morley. Mo.,
where they accompanied the remains





Fancy Irish Potatoes, per pk .... 20
Old-Time N. 0! Molasses, per gal 53
Fancy Lemons, per dozen  15
Fancy Bananas, per dozen  to
Fancy Mince Meat, per pkg.
7 lbs. Lump Starch for  25
Full Cream Cheeses per lb.  15
Fancy can Table Peaches, for IS
Sour Pickles, per gallon,  23
3 sacks Table Sala for io
6 lbs. Navy Beans, for  23.
lb. can Fait's Pineapple:- for 2cr
Fancy Grapes, per basloet  50
3 lb. can Tomatoes, for  to
6 bars. White floating Soap for ..as
7 bars Big D”1 Soap 25
a pkgs. White Line Wash Powder s
3 boxes Seschlight Matches, for -.to
3 bars Scrulaine, for 
4 lbs. Soda Cracker*. for  25
3 pkgs. Vanilla Waders, for ....,.25
3 pkgs. Graham Crackers. for ....as
3 pkgs. Nabisco Wafers. for  25
Royal Self Rising Flour, per saek •75
White Dove Flour, per sack 70
Fancy Patent Flour, per sack ....65
Half Patent Flour, per sack 
We have just received es,w Pure
Cbentry Apple Vinegar for pickling
'purposes, per gall on ...•••• 40
•••••••••••••••
Englert- and Bryant-
LOGT—Lady's plain gold watch,
v:ith monogram initial "R. C." Re-
turn to this office and receive reward
T,OST—While driving on the street
man's sailor straw hat. Return to
Rudy, Phillips and receive reward.
?antes A. Rudy.
Horses for Sale.
Just received a car load' of western
horses, to be sold at once. At Jas.
A. Olairber's stable. Third and Wash-
ington streets,
BIVINS Ai LOVE.
little sins open. the dbor to large
ones.
B. Michael PTahewthiniyb,ricoled
morTsy LOANED ON ALL VALUABLES
AT LOWEST INTEREST.
SPECIAL BA:ZGAINS in Roge I'S Silverweare, such as Knives
Spoons, Tea Sets, etc. BARGAINS in MO Grade Watches—Hamilton
and Balt, B. W. Raymond—one half price.
• Just received, nice lot of Bracelets, odd sizes and Gaize Watc.itee, o.
cents on dollars for ten days. 2ii BROADWAY.
Don't forget the place. Next to Lang's drug store.
BbSINESS COLLEGE
No theories taught but actual business from the start Thorough
cources in bookkeeping, shorthand, totich-typewriaing, penmanship, cor-
respondence spelling commercial lave bankin arithmetic  etcgrammar, .
Call or write for beautiful - new catalog. t
PADUCAH CENTRAL
THE BUSINESS COLLEGE 306 BROADWAY
Special Ten Day's Sale
EYE-SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO.,.
We are offering a 10 year Gold l'illed Case, Elgin Movement., lori$8.4g.
A Seth Thomas $12.00 Mantel Clock for  $7•50Roager's 1847 Knives and Forks, a set, ... . 83.41.Genuine Rogers' Teaspoons, a se t, .. ..• ••• .• •75,i
Genuine Rogers' Tablespoons, a set  „
Our entire line of Cut Glass at 30 per cent, off of regular price.
Our Hand Painted China, fine as any line in the city, at so per east..
of regular price—you must see this line to estimate fully tbe berg**, isaa
are offering
A special reduction on every, art icle in our store for so. daystsoolg...
aerie* for cash—
Or repairs must give- you antis faction.
Eyes tested free,
Eye-See Jewelry Co..
313 BitOUWWAY. GUTHRIE'S OLD STA/1Di
J. A. KONETLICA. JEW ELER AND OPTICIAN.
2D Tears Experience,
mmingerawiiimimia_s_ 
Subscribe For The Register.
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident,. Life, Liability, Steam Buller-
Campbell Block.




COM= MO= 484-e RBEIDENCE MOM vs
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor.
5 Horse Power Motor.
1 Horse Power Motor.
1 8 Horse Power Motor.
ro Horse Power Motoe.
I 200 Light Dynamo.
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
121-1)3 Natiah Foist* Street.
S. P. POOL, L. 0. STETHENSOIL
P ADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
Both Phones No. 110. 203. 2058. Third
NOTICE TO CONSUMERS OF COAL: Do not place your fall orders too
---_ soon. Wait for prices on our
TRADEWATER COAL
IT IS the BEST and price will be the cheapest




est Kentucky Coal Co.
C,
4
